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Letters
Produce Rather Than Preach

Bravo! Brian Hayes’s letter (November) 
on the article “NCECA Observations” (Sep
tember) lifted my spirits. I am one of those 
chicken coop potters, too. Ironically, I live in 
a university town where the snobbish attitude 
of university-produced potters toward self- 
taught potters like myself is incredibly rude 
and somehow I have never really understood 
it. I apprenticed with a self-taught potter for 
three years and have since become a potter 
through reading, listening and experiencing. 
I am guilty of “damaging the development 
of pottery” by spending a few days a year at 
fairs where I get out of the hen house, meet 
and enjoy the company of other potters, have 
my work appreciated, and make some good 
money. I strive for quality and self-satisfac- 
tion in my work. I will never understand the 
constant concern over how much emphasis 
should be placed in the art of pottery or the 
craftsmanship of pottery and the constant 
matchmaking of sculpture with pottery. I may 
be struggling to pay my bills and keep my 
pottery going, but it is my choice to produce 
rather than preach pottery. I don’t know why 
academic potters feel they have a right to 
accuse “chicken coop” potters of damaging 
the development of pottery just because we 
didn’t spend thousands of dollars in a uni
versity system learning our craft, but used 
what resources were available to learn at 
home. I welcome any university-produced or 
university-employed potter into my coop any 
time and doubt that they would find my work 
poor quality or damaging. Brian, I hope you 
keep your feathers unruffled.

An dree Kosak 
Athens, Ga.

October Issue
Let’s hear more from John Reeve (“The 

Craftsman’s Way”). This man’s for real.
Rick Berman 

Atlanta
Alice D. T. Rawles’s letter in the October 

issue is one of those “I wish I’d said that” 
statements. Her letter is so simple yet pro
found.

Kurt Wild 
River Falls, Wis.

After spending the summer at Alfred, the 
article about Val Cushing was of special in
terest. Having seen his work in color, I 
couldn’t help but wish that at least one photo 
showed the superb glaze quality of the orig
inals.

Rebecca Jones 
Riverside, Calif.

Negative and Positive Comments
Being a production potter with a reason

able amount of success, I’ve developed ways 
of determining whether a product is cost ef

fective. The simplest way is listening to cus
tomers.

Positive comments are a dime a dozen; 
negative ones are not near as cheap. Very 
few people will make negative comments un
less something is really bothering them. 
Therefore I give such reactions much more 
consideration while determining whether an 
item is worth its time and space.

In my opinion, 8 out of 22 letters printed 
in the September issue were negative. CM

may consider this letter a negative comment.
Erik Hertz 

Ocean City, Md.

CM is the best magazine in all the arts. 
The consistent high level of editing, format 
and, most of all, color and black-and-white 
photography set the standard.

Robert Von Neumann 
Homer, 111.

Continued
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Letters
The photography of many works is better 

than the pottery. It appears to me CM is 
glorifying junk.

John McIntyre 
Stroudsburg, Pa.

I am frequently disappointed with CM’s 
cover photos and articles featuring works of 
artists whose talents and aesthetic evalua
tions must be questioned. Years of throwing 
experience for some cannot extract that which 
never existed.

Joe B. Parker
Hilo, Hawaii

I agree with most of the letter writers who 
would like to see a wider coverage of per
sonalities. It seems the same people appear 
too often. I would like to see what the average 
potter is doing.

Helen Yaglowski 
Cromwell, Conn.

The balance of CM is very good. I would 
do more on the advanced technical area and 
leave the basic processes to the many books 
on the subject. Equipment tests and in-use 
reports would also help.

David Wortman 
Duson, La.

From Revulsion to Investigation
I really wonder at times about the Letters 

section. It seems that the country has an over
population of down-to-earth potters without 
ideas for “projects.” If they can find no in
spiration from the CM covers (beautiful) and 
stories inside, then I think they’ve been work
ing too hard. Come on now folks, I would 
be ashamed to tell the whole nation that I 
didn’t have a single idea of my own to work 
on. I know it is hard to imagine some of the 
funk stuff as a teapot, but if we could go 
beyond revulsion to investigation, there might 
be some pretty imaginative teapots for next 
month’s production line. Some of the funk 
parts are usable with imagination for pottery 
subjects. Yes, they can be nearly as good as 
1964 CM project articles that taught us how 
to make clay flutes and enameled hat racks. 
Don’t demand project articles, please. Ask 
for how-to books and ’64 back issues.

This mag has come a long way in 20 years 
because of progress in the ceramic world. The 
equipment and ads have, too. In fact I would 
buy CM just for the Soldner ads each month. 
(I just hope he didn’t really hit the mule hard 
with the shovel.) Keep that press rolling. It 
does me good whether those other guys like 
it or not. Funk and “func” forever. Or at least 
until they turn to shards.

Steve Cosgrove
Midland, Texas

Subscribers’ Comments
Devotion of an entire issue to a certain

segment of the process would be nice to see. 
How about an issue on porcelain, with talk 
about the clay itself (research and recipes), 
glaze, throwing techniques, artists and their 
styles. Or how about issues devoted to doing 
things such as glaze calculation? Most people 
are not part chemist, and making it simple 
to the layperson—just the starting point, mind 
you—would be helpful for the beginner. Good 
studio habits and the fundamentals should 
be stressed at least once a year; not all stu
dents have access to past issues of Ceramics 
Monthly.

Marc Fredric Gottula 
South Laguna, Calif.

I enjoy Ceramics Monthly—especially 
Where to Show. [But] county fairs are good 
places to sell work and are usually not on 
CM’s list.

Alan Kane 
Little Rock

Sometimes too much valuable space is used 
up with the Itinerary and Where to Show 
columns. Perhaps that information could be 
obtained by those interested sending a 
stamped envelope to CM. Then the maga
zine could include more real pottery infor
mation.

Tracy L. King 
San Diego

It is nice to have some place to draw to
gether all ceramists’ ideas and artwork, plus 
a place to lean in times when we each need 
a lot of support.

Maria Schmidt 
Saint Charles, Mo.

I would like to see Ceramics Monthly con
tinue to address the problem of where and 
how the ceramic artist fits in the world of 
contemporary art. Articles dealing with crit
icism of current ceramic work as well as ar
ticles that try to evaluate contemporary aes
thetics in relation to ceramic art would be 
beneficial and interesting.

Mark Abildgaard 
Honolulu

Gallery pieces aren’t our bread and butter.
William Baron

Mandan, N.D.

I see a lot of conflict in CM and other art 
publications. There seems to be one present 
thought: craftspersons are doing something 
less than the artists. Too bad, it seems we 
were all just supposed to enjoy life.

Sky R. Goudey 
Aberdeen, Wash.

Share your thoughts with other readers. All 
letters must be signed, but names will be 
withheld on request. Address: The Editor, 
Ceramics Monthly, Box 12448, Columbus, 
Ohio 43212.
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Questions
Answered by the CM Technical Staff

We currently remove it by hand sanding each piece, which is difficult 
and time consuming. Our clay is a commercially prepared body— 
the red and Jordan type clays are the worst. Is there anything that 
can be added to the clay to prevent this? If so, what chemical and 
what percentage? I hope you can shed some light on this problem.

-J.H.
Yours is a typical problem with earthenware clay, and is called 

scumming or efflorescence. The residue you noted results from the 
migration of soluble materials from inside the ware to surfaces of 
evaporation during drying. The scum is to a large degree sulfates 
of alkalis and alkaline earths (and in addition to originating in the 
body itself, also may come from impure body colors). The best 
solution is to switch clay bodies, but if that is impractical, 2-3% 
(by weight) barium carbonate added to the dry body is a traditional 
addition which will react with the efflorescent compounds to render 
them insoluble.

But with the current concern that even small amounts of soluble 
barium compounds (such as barium carbonate) may pose a potential 
health hazard to potters with long-term exposure to barium, the 
best addition for curing efflorescence is 3% barium sulfate (by dry 
weight) which is so insoluble it is employed for drinking prior to 
gastrointestinal X-ray examinations.

Subscribers’ inquiries are welcome and those of general interest will 
be answered in this column. Due to volume, letters may not be 
answered personally. Send questions to: Technical Staff, Ceramics 
Monthly, Box 12448, Columbus, Ohio 43212.

Q I would like to build a small electric test kiln, and am wondering 
if you know of any new materials, particularly space-age ones, 

which could be used for faster firing or better construction?—H.B.
Write: Kanthal Corporation, Bethel, Connecticut 06801. They 

have an interesting new product with applications for electric test 
kilns and larger models. It is a vacuum-formed, refractory fiber wall 
or module with built-in resistance elements. Available in a variety 
of sizes and shapes, and marketed under 
the trade name Fibrothal, in combina
tion they can be used to construct kilns 
by anyone with sufficient electrical 
knowledge.

The Fibrothal modules combine light 
weight with strength, and can save up 
to 90 percent in kiln weight compared 
to firebrick. Their insulating properties and low heat storage have 
resulted in energy savings of approximately 20 percent, and have 
reduced heat-up time up to 75 percent. The placement of the heating 
elements makes it possible to maintain an unusually uniform heat 
distribution and thus hold temperatures to close tolerances.

Q I work with earthenware clay in various colors which we bisque 
to Cone 06, then apply Barnard slip, and fire to approximately 

Cone 2. All the pieces are handbuilt, pressmolded or extruded. Our 
problem is a crusty film which forms on the pots as they dry. If not 
sanded off before firing, the film leaves a permanent white crust on 
the pot which is quite unsightly and obscures the colors of the clay.
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Where to Show
Send announcements of juried exhibitions, 
fairs, festivals and Sales at least four months 
before the entry deadline to: The Editor, 
Ceramics Monthly, Box 12448, Columbus, 
Ohio 43212; or phone (614) 488-8236. Add 
one month for listings in July and two months 
for those in August.

International Exhibitions
January 4, 1983 entry deadline
Golden, Colorado Second Annual “Energy 
Art Exhibition” (March 20-April 24) is open 
to artists in the U.S.A., Canada and Mexico. 
Work must depict forms of energy. Juried 
from slides. Jurors: Harry Rand and James 
Elliot. $10,000 in awards. Send a self-ad- 
dressed, stamped envelope to: Foothills Art 
Center, 809 Fifteenth Street, Golden 80401; 
or call: (303) 279-3922.
March 8, 1983 entry deadline 
Golden, Colorado Fifth annual “North 
American Sculpture Exhibition” (June
5-July 10) is open to artists in the U.S.A., 
Canada and Mexico. $6000 in awards. Ju
ried from photos. Send a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope to: Foothills Art Center, 
809 Fifteenth Street, Golden 80401; or call: 
(303) 279-3922.April 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Boston, Massachusetts The National 
Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts 
(NCECA) is receiving slides for considera
tion for exhibitions at Boston and New En
gland area museums and galleries in con
junction with the 1984 conference (April
10-13). Send 4 slides (not returnable) iden
tified with your name, material, title and size 
of the work to: David P. Davison, Federal 
Furnace Pottery, Hardy Street, Dunstable, 
Massachusetts 01827.

National Exhibitions
January 6, 1983 entry deadline
Taft, California “Vessels Aesthetic 1983” 
(March 5-31) is open to all ceramic artists/ 
craftspersons. Merit and purchase awards. 
Works must allude to the vessel form. Juried 
from slides. Fee: $7.50 per entry; sets will 
constitute one entry. For further information 
contact: Jack Mettier, Taft College Art Gal
lery, 505 Kern Street, Taft 93268; or call: 
(805) 765-4086.February 1, 1983 entry deadline
Detroit, Michigan “New Directions in Ce
ramic Tile” (May 15-June 5), celebrating 
the 75th anniversary of the Pewabic Pottery, 
is juried from slides. Jurors: William Daley 
and Jun Kaneko. $4000 in awards. Fee: $15 
for up to 3 entries. Contact: Pewabic Pottery, 
10125 East Jefferson, Detroit 48214; or call: 
(313) 822-0954.
February 5, 1983 entry deadline
Marietta, Ohio “The Marietta National” 
(April 2-May 8), the 16th annual exhibition 
of painting and sculpture, is juried from slides. 
Fee: $15 for up to 3 works. $3500 in awards. 
Commission: 25%. For further information 
contact: The Marietta National, Arthur 
Howard Winer, Marietta College, Marietta

exhibitions, fairs, festivals and sales
45750; or call: (614) 373-4643.February 27, 1983 entry deadline
Valley City, North Dakota “13th Biennial 
National Art Exhibition” (April 6-22) is ju
ried from works. Juror: James O’Rourke. 
$1500 in awards. Fee: $6 for up to 2 entries. 
For further information contact: Stretch Rog
ers, 2nd Crossing Gallery, Box 1319, Valley 
City State College, Valley City 58072; or call: 
(701) 845-3657, or 845-0851.
March 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Bethesda, Maryland “Pieced Alternatives” 
(March 13-April 13) is juried from work. 
Objects must adjoin, through any means, any 
number of smaller pieces of similar or dis
similar media to form a large article; finished 
work must not exceed an 18 X18-inch format. 
Limited to one entry per artist. Cash awards. 
For information contact: Appalachiana Rec
ollections, 10400 Old Georgetown Road, Be
thesda 20814; or call: (301) 530-6770. March 4, 1983 entry deadline 
Atlanta, Georgia “What Artists Have to Say 
About Nuclear War” (May 13-June 12) is 
open to artists in all media. Fee: $5 for up 
to 5 slides. Contact: Nuclear War, Nexus 
Gallery, 360 Fortune Street, Atlanta 30312; 
or call: (404) 688-1970.
March 11, 1983 entry deadline 
Omaha, Nebraska “Cast Clay” (April 
29-May 30), an exhibition focused on clay 
casting techniques, is juried from up to 10 
slides. Entry fee: $10. For further informa
tion contact: Ree Schonlau, Craftsmen’s Gal
lery, 511 South 11 Street, Omaha 68102; or 
call: (402) 346-8887.

Regional Exhibitions
December 10 entry deadline
Salt Lake City, Utah A traveling juried show 
(February 3-May 5,1983) is open to current 
and former residents of Utah. Juried from 
slides of up to 3 works. For further infor
mation contact: Utah Designer Craftsmen, 
Box 27532, Salt Lake City 84127; or call: 
(801) 533-5757.December 12 entry deadline 
Youngstown, Ohio The “35th Annual Ohio 
Ceramic, Sculpture and Craft Show” (Jan
uary 16-February 27, 1983) is open to cur
rent and former residents of Ohio. Fee: $1 
per entry; limited to 3 entries per classifi
cation. Commission: 10%. Cash and pur
chase awards. For further information con
tact: Joan Chopko, The Butler Institute of 
American Art, 524 Wick Avenue, Youngs
town 44502; or call (216) 743-1107. 
January 4, 1983 entry deadline 
Lawrence, Kansas “Mid States Six De
signer Craftsman Exhibition” (February
13-March 11) is open to artists residing in 
Arkansas, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Nebras
ka and Oklahoma. Juror: Michael Mc- 
Twigan, editor of American Ceramics Mag
azine. Fee: $15. Contact: Karl Kappelman, 
Continuing Education Building, University 
of Kansas, Lawrence 66045; or call: (913) 
864-3284.
January 15, 1983 entry deadline
Wichita Falls, Texas “Works in Clay III”

(March 6-13), a biennial exhibition, is open 
to residents of Texas and Oklahoma. Juried 
from 5 slides. Juror: Steve Howell. Fee: $6 
per entry, up to 3 entries. $1200 in awards. 
For further information contact: Polly Cox, 
2609 Amherst, Wichita Falls 76308; or call: 
(817) 692-2324.
January 28, 1983 entry deadline
Huntington, West Virginia “Exhibition 
280—Works off Walls” (March 6-April 3) 
is open to artists living within a 280-mile 
radius of Huntington. Juried from works. 
$9000 in awards. Works should be free 
standing or capable of being suspended from 
the ceiling. Contact: Dan Silosky, Hunting
ton Galleries, Park Hills, Huntington 25701; 
or call: (304) 529-2701.February 18, 1983 entry deadline 
Indianapolis, Indiana “1983 Art League 
Regional” (May 13-June 8) is open to artists 
and craftspersons living within a 250-mile 
radius of Indianapolis. Juried from slides. 
Fee: $15 for up to 3 entries. For further in
formation and application contact: Anne 
Nicholson, Indianapolis Art League, 820 East 
67 Street, Indianapolis 46220; or call: (317) 
255-2464.
March 1, 1983 entry deadline
San Angelo, Texas “Ceramic Competition” 
(April 11 -May 6) is open to artists/crafts- 
persons living in Arkansas, Kansas, Loui
siana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas. 
Juried from slides of up to 3 works. Fee: $10. 
Awards. For further information contact: 
Martha Wittstruck, Art and Music Depart
ment, Angelo State University, San Angelo 
76909; or call: (915) 942-2223.
April 29, 1983 entry deadline 
Little Rock, Arkansas “Sixteenth Annual 
Prints, Drawings and Crafts Exhibition” 
(May 27-July 3) is open to artists born or 
residing in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississip
pi, Missouri, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Tex
as. Juried from objects. Purchase awards. 
Contact: Arkansas Arts Center, Box 2137j 
Little Rock 77203; or call: (501) 372-4000.

Fairs, Festivals and Sales
January 7, 1983 entry deadline
Rhinebeck, New York “Craft Fair at Rhine- 
beck” (June 24-26) is juried from 5 slides. 
Screening fee: $20. Contact: American Craft 
Enterprises, Box 10, New Paltz, New York 
12561; or call: (914) 255-0039.January 7, 1983 entry deadline 
Newport, Rhode Island “Craft Fair at 
Newport” (July 22-24) is juried from slides. 
Screening fee: $10. Contact: American Craft 
Enterprises, Box 10, New Paltz, New York 
12561; or call: (914) 255-0039.^
January 14, 1983 entry deadline 
Lubbock, Texas “5th Annual Lubbock Arts 
Festival” (April 15-17) is juried from slides. 
Entry fee: $5. Commission: 20%. For infor
mation contact: Lubbock Arts Festival, Box 
561, Lubbock 79408; or call: (806) 763-4666. January 29, 1983 entry deadline 
Gainesville, Florida “Fourteenth Annual 
Spring Arts Festival” (April 9-10) is juried

Continued
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Where to Show
from 3 slides. Approximately $12,000 in 
awards. Entrance fee: $5. Booth fee: $40 for 
a 12x 15-foot space. For further information 
contact: Lona Stein, Santa Fe Community 
College, Box 1530, Gainesville 32602; or call: 
(904) 377-5161.
January 30, 1983 entry deadline
Houston, Texas “12th Annual Crafts and 
Arts Exposition” (March 19-27) is juried 
from 5 slides. Fees: $125 for one weekend, 
$220 for two, includes a 1 Ox 10-foot space. 
For information contact: Barbara Metyko, 
Crafts and Arts Exposition Committee, The 
Houston Festival, 1950 West Gray, Suite 2, 
Houston 77019; or call: (713) 521-9329. 
January 31, 1983 entry deadline 
Guilford, Connecticut The 26th annual 
“Guilford Handcrafts Exposition” (July
14-16) is juried from 5 slides. Cash awards. 
Entry fee: $10. Booth fee: $150 for a 10x12- 
foot space. Contact: Fernn Hubbard, Guil
ford Handcrafts EXPO ’83, Box 221, Guil
ford 06437; or call: (203) 453-5947. February 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Frederick, Maryland “9th Annual Fred
erick Craft Fair” (May 19-22) is juried from 
5 slides. Entry fee: $5. Booth fees: $125-$200. 
For further information contact: Noel Clark, 
National Crafts Limited, Gapland, Mary
land 21736; or call: (301) 432-8438. 
February 5, 1983 entry deadline 
Boynton Beach, Florida “G.A.L.A., Great 
American Love Affair” (March 4-6) is juried 
from 3 slides including one of booth. Fee: 
$35 includes a 12x8-foot space. Contact: 
Eleanor Krusell, Box 232, Boynton Beach 
33435; or call: (305) 734-8120. #February 15, 1983 entry deadline 
Columbus, Ohio “Greater Columbus Arts 
Festival” (June 4-5) is juried from 3 slides 
and resume. Entry fee: $8. For further in
formation contact: Greater Columbus Arts 
Council, 33 North Third Street, Columbus 
43215; or call: (614) 224-2606.March 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Indianapolis, Indiana “Broad Ripple Vil
lage Art Fair” (May 21-22) is juried from
3 slides. Fee: $35 includes a 15x15-foot space. 
For further information contact: Marge Beal, 
Indianapolis Art League, 820 East 67 Street, 
Indianapolis 46220; or call: (317) 255-2464. March 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Indianapolis, Indiana The 24th “Talbot 
Street Art Fair” (June 11-12) is juried from 
slides. Fees: $20 for members of the Indiana 
Artist Craftsmen; $40 for nonmembers. 
Awards. For further information contact: 
Joan Kisner, 630 North Washington Street, 
Danville, Indiana 46122.March 1, 1983 entry deadline 
Charlotte, North Carolina Second annual 
“SpringFest” (April 29-May 1) is juried from
4 slides plus 1 of display. $5000 in awards. 
Fee: $35. For more information contact: Koni 
Kirshman, 2100 Southern National Center, 
Charlotte 28202; or call: (704) 372-3560. March 15, 1983 entry deadline 
Madison, Wisconsin The Madison Art 
Center’s “25th Annual Art Fair on the 
Square” (July 9-10) is juried from 4 slides. 
Screening fee: $5. Booth fee: $150. No com
mission. For further information contact: 
Madison Art Center, 211 State Street, Mad
ison 53703; or call: (608) 257-0158.
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Suggestions
from our readers

Warp-Free Bats
Storing cleaned Masonite bats on end will help prevent them 

from warping. —Kathy Sweetman, Mesa, Ariz.
Another Clog-Free Puncher

An alternative to Vicky Lever’s clog-free syringe hole puncher 
(September) is to obtain a plastic drinking straw and a dowel that 
will fit closely but slip easily inside. The latter should be one inch 
longer than the straw to push out the plug of clay after punching 
holes. —Laurie Flory, East Lyme, Conn.
Rubber Band Security

On wheel heads with recessed or raised areas for attaching bats, 
stretch one or two wide rubber bands around the triangle or circle 
itself when the bat becomes worn and slips during use. The extra 
thickness and grip will hold the bats securely.

—Mary Berkovitz, Havertown, Pa.
Changeable Chucks

Custom-sized chucks may be made for immediate use by throwing 
a very thick (1-1 ½ inches) cylinder with an opening that corresponds 
to the object to be trimmed. Sprinkle the cylinder with a bit of 
feldspar to prevent sticking before positioning the pot. The chuck 
may be further altered to support other sizes of ware.

Rose Warrenehule, Honeywood, Ont.
Coined Plate Support

When trimming foot rims on flatware, place a coin under the 
center of the object on a small wad of clay. This will support the 
form and enable the checking of thickness by inserting a needle tool 
through the bottom at the coin.

—Brenda Gomez, Johannesburg, South Africa
Greenware and Bisque Crack Repair

Major cracks on greenware forms can be repaired with slip and 
fiber glass window screen. First apply the slip, especially down in 
the crack, then insert a section of screen into the crack. (Have a 
large enough piece so the screen rises above the crack and laps over 
an inch or two onto the form.) Brush crack and screen with slip, 
cover the form with plastic and let it dry until the slip is leather 
hard. Burnish, especially down in the crack, and reapply the slip, 
repeating until the repaired area is somewhat higher than the rest 
of the form. Wax the repair area and cover the entire form until it 
is at a uniform moisture level (one or two days). Then dry the entire 
object slowly with plastic draped over the area of the crack.

Cracks on bisqueware can be repaired with kiln cement and fiber 
glass window screen in this same manner. When the repaired area 
is dry, brush it with a cover coat of underglaze (whatever color best 
matches the clay body) and burnish. Apply several more layers of 
cover coat, burnishing all but the last layer. After another bisque 
firing, one additional touch-up might be necessary. Then proceed 
with glazing as planned. —Kathleen Watson, Duluth
Adhesive Removal

Lighter fluid works well for removing the sticky residue left on 
pottery from price stickers.

—Jeana Jaeger-McGivern, Wausau, Wis.
Dollars for Your Ideas
Ceramics Monthly pays $10 for each suggestion published; submis
sions are welcome individually or in quantity. Include an illustration 
or photo to accompany your suggestion and we will pay $10 more 
if we use it. Send your ideas to CM, Box 12448, Columbus, Ohio 
43212. Sorry, but we can't acknowledge or return unused items.
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Itinerary
conferencess exhibitions, workshops, fairs and other events to attend

Send announcements of conferences, exhibi
tions, workshops, juried fairs and other events 
at least seven weeks before the month of open
ing to The Editor, Ceramics Monthly, Box 
12448, Columbus, Ohio 43212; or phone 
(614) 488-8236. Add one month for listings 
in July and two months for those in August.

Conferences
D.C., Washington May 5-8, 1983 “Crafts 
Today,” the first national craft forum on con- 
noisseurship and collecting will be held at 
the Smithsonian Institution. The forum will 
include seminars, lectures and tours of col
lections and artists’ studios. Limited regis
tration. For further information contact: 
Smithsonian Associates Travel Program, Arts 
and Industries Building 1278, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560; or call: 
(202) 357-2477.
Georgia, Atlanta March 16-19, 1983
The annual conference of the National 
Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts 
(NCECA) at Georgia State University will 
include presentations on traditional pottery 
from the Southeastern United States, Africa, 
India and Mexico, plus workshops on elec
tric kiln repair, safe studio conditions, pro
cessing materials, shipping, business and 
taxes. Also on view will be a triple screen 
slide projection of members’ work: Those in
terested in participating should send a title 
slide (showing your name) and 4-5 slides of 
work to: Gene Kleinsmith, 13925 Kiowa 
Road, Apple Valley, California 92307; or 
Victor Valley College, 18422 Bear Valley 
Road, Victorville, California 92392. For fur
ther information about the conference con
tact: Don McCance, Georgia State Univer
sity, Department of Art, University Plaza, 
Atlanta 30303; or call: (404) 658-2257. Michigan, Detroit March 24-29, 1983 
The 23rd National Art Education Associa
tion annual convention will be held at the 
Western Hotel, Renaissance Center. Partic
ipants will include art educators and mu
seum personnel from the U.S.A. and 14 for
eign countries. For further information 
contact: J. Theodore Anderson, 1916 Asso
ciation Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091; or call: 
(703) 860-8000.Pennsylvania, Philadelphia February 17-
19, 1983 The annual meeting of the Col
lege Art Association will include sessions on 
art history and studio art. A placement ser
vice is provided for those interested in college 
teaching, art administration and related fields. 
Contact: College Art Association of America, 
149 Madison Avenue, New York City 10016; 
or call: (212) 755-3532.

International Conferences
Australia, South Australia, Adelaide May
15-21, 1983 “The Potters Third National 
Ceramics Conference,” at the University of 
Adelaide, will include panel discussions on 
the place of the potter in society, education 
of the potter, reaching the public, kilns and 
firing, surface finishing, professional ap

proach of potters to their craft, marketing 
ceramics, historical effect, establishment of 
the individual potter and contemporary ce
ramists, as well as a seminar on aspects of 
law and taxation, with additional lectures and 
social activities. Registration deadline: March
1, 1983. Fee: SI20 Australian. For further 
information contact: Potters Guild of South 
Australia, Box 234, Stepney 5069, South 
Australia; or Craft Council of South Aus
tralia, 169 Payneham Road, Saint Peters 
5069, South Australia; or call: (08) 42 4001.

Solo Exhibitions
Alabama, Huntsville through December 
23 “Tidepools, New Works in Porcelain” 
by Elena Karina; at Huntsville Museum of 
Art, 700 Monroe Street.Arizona, Tempe through December 26 
An exhibition of blackware, polychrome and 
buff-on-red pottery by Maria Martinez; at 
the University Art Collections, Arizona State 
University, Matthews Center, Second Floor. 
Arizona, Tucson December 12-February 
4, 1983 Recent works by Patti Warashina; 
at the Tucson Museum of Art, 140 North 
Main Avenue.
California, Los Angeles December
11-31 An exhibition of works by Rudy 
Autio; at Garth Clark Gallery, 5820 Wil- 
shire Boulevard.
D.C., Washington December 4-23 Wood- 
fired ceramics by Rob Barnard; at Anton 
Gallery, 415 East Capitol Street.
Florida, Boca Raton through December 
31 Raku handbuilt forms by Irene Batt; at 
the Artisans Fine Crafts Gallery, 2200 Glade 
Road.
Illinois, Charleston through December 
19 “Robert McGowan: Ceramic Works”; 
at Tarble Arts Center, Eastern Illinois Uni
versity.
Indiana, Indianapolis December 6-Jan
uary 6, 1983 “Small Porcelains” by Sandra 
Byers; at Artifacts Gallery, 6418 Carrollton 
Avenue.Kansas, Kansas City December 3-17 An 
exhibition of stoneware and fiber sculpture 
by Carol Whitney; at In the Spirit Gallery, 
1911-A West 45 Street. ^
Massachusetts, Cambridge through De
cember 31 An exhibition of ceramics by 
Larry Page; at Mobilia, 348 Huron Avenue. Minnesota, Moorhead through December 
26 An exhibition of wood-fired pottery by 
Richard Bresnahan; at Rourke Art Gallery, 
523 South Fourth Street.Missouri, Saint Louis through January 2, 
1983 An exhibition of large-scale clay 
sculpture by Viola Frey; at the Saint Louis 
Art Museum, Forest Park.
New York, New York through December 
19 An exhibition of ceramic sculpture by 
Irene Wheeler; at Pleiades Gallery, 164 
Mercer Street, Soho.
December 1-18 An exhibition of works by 
Robert McGowan; at Hadler/Rodriguez 
Galleries, 38 East 57 Street.
December 4-January 15, 1983 An exhi
bition of approximately 70 wood-fired works

by Paul Chaleff; at Jordan-Volpe Gallery, 
457 West Broadway.
Ohio, Findlay through December 10 An 
exhibition of works by Jill Burnette; at Eg- 
ner Gallery, Findlay College.
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh through De
cember 9 Salt-glazed and wood-fired stone
ware by Charles Counts; at the Clay Place, 
5600 Walnut Street.
Wisconsin, Madison through December
11 Sawdust-fired porcelain vessels by Ba- 
cia Edelman; at Fanny Garver Gallery, 230 
State Street.

Group Exhibitions
Arizona, Phoenix through August 1, 1983 
“Frontier Merchants and Native Crafts
men,” a reconstruction of the Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, Fred Harvey Salesroom of the 
early 1900s, includes Pueblo pottery; and 
“Pottery from the Heard Museum Collec
tion,” approximately 150 objects from his
toric to contemporary periods.
December 18-January 8, 1983 The 16th 
annual “CLAY (Ceramists Living Among 
You) Exhibit,” works by 100 area potters. 
All at the Heard Museum, 22 East Monte 
Vista Road.
Arkansas, Little Rock December 3- 
January 2, 1983 “Tenth Annual Toys De
signed by Artists Exhibition,” a national ju
ried competition; and “25th Annual Delta 
Art Exhibition,” a multimedia juried com
petition; both at the Arkansas Art Center, 
MacArthur Park.
California, Belmont through December
9 “Painterly Ceramics,” an exhibition of 
works by Scott Chamberlin, Ann Christen
son, Tony Costanzo, Viola Frey, Tom Heid, 
Margie Hughto, Juta Savage, Nancy Selvin 
and Peter Vandenberge; at the College of 
Notre Dame Art Gallery.
California, Berkeley through December 5 
“Animals in Ancient Art from the Leo Mil- 
denberg Collection,” a variety of works of 
animal sculpture from ancient Near Eastern, 
Egyptian and classical cultures; at the Uni
versity Art Museum, University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, 2625 Durant.
California, Fresno through January 7, 
1983 Handcarved porcelain lidded con
tainers by Jenny Kizziar and saggar-fired 
and raku vessel-oriented sculpture by Bob 
Kizziar; at Central Federal Savings and Loan 
Gallery, 1930 East Shields.California, Los Angeles through January 
16, 1983 “Between Continents/Between 
Seas: Pre-Columbian Art of Costa Rica,” an 
exhibition of more than 300 objects including 
ceramic figures and vessels; at the Los An
geles County Museum of Art, 5905 Wilshire 
Boulevard.
December 5-30 “The Animal Kingdom,” a 
group exhibition of works by Ann Adair, Joe 
Bova, Frank Boyden, Bernadette Cole, Lygia 
Dubin, Marc Eskenazi, Christine Federighi, 
Frank Fleming, Lukman Glasgow, Stefani 
Gruenberg, Elizabeth Heil, Coille Hooven, 
James Kobayashi, Karen Koblitz, Ann Lacy,
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Itinerary
Rosemary MacConnell, Ronna Neuen- 
schwander, Don Olstad, Hannah Stills, Ev
elyn Swain and James Tanner; at Marcia 
Rodell Gallery, 11714 San Vicente Boule
vard, Brentwood.
California, Los Gatos through December 
31 “Designer Craftsmen/Artisan Show 
’82”; at Los Gatos Art Gallery, 336 F Village 
Lane.California, San Diego through December
5 “Renaissance of Islam: Art of the Mam- 
luks,” a multimedia exhibition of objects from 
the Mamluk empire of Egypt and Syria 
(1250-1517); at the San Diego Museum of 
Art, Balboa Park.California, San Francisco through De
cember 24 “Animal Imagery,” works by 
Maria Alquilar, Nancy Carman, Christine 
Federighi, Deborah Horrell, Christopher 
Lack, Joe Mariscal, Annette Perrigo, Yoshio 
Taylor, Kurt Weiser and Peter Winter; at 
Meyer Breier Weiss, Building A, Fort Ma
son Center.
through December 31 An exhibition of 
porcelain by Tom and Elaine Coleman; at 
Contemporary Artisans Gallery, 530 Bush 
Street.
through December 31 “Year of the Dog,” 
tomb figurines of the Han dynasty including 
glazed pottery dogs; at Gruhn Court. 
through January 4, 1983 “K’ang-Hsi Por
celains,” a selection of 50 porcelain objects 
from the museum collection made in China 
from 1662 to 1722; at the Foyer Gallery. 
Both at the Asian Art Museum of San Fran
cisco, Golden Gate Park.California, Westlake Village through De
cember 24 An exhibition including salt-fired 
works by Vivika and Otto Heino, and ce
ramic objects by Judy Miller and E. Sky; at 
the Retreat, 3865 East Thousand Oaks Bou
levard.Colorado, Denver through December 
25 “Often On the Wall,” a dual exhibition 
including clay sculpture by Georgia Sartoris; 
at Cohen Gallery, 665 South Pearl Street. 
Colorado, Golden through December 
12 The annual “Holiday Art Market,” in 
all galleries.
December 19-January 13, 1983 A group 
exhibition including “Dream Boxes and 
Expressions,” clay sculpture by Darlis Lamb; 
both at the Foothills Art Center, 809 Fif
teenth Street.Connecticut, Greenwich through Janu
ary 8, 1983 “A Country Christmas,” a 
multimedia show; at the Elements Gallery,
14 Liberty Way.Connecticut, New Haven through De
cember 23 The 14th Annual “Celebration 
of American Crafts,” an invitational and ju
ried exhibition; at the Creative Arts Work
shop, 80 Audubon Street.Connecticut, Westport through December 
31 “Connecticut Clay Artists”; at Unique 
Gallery, Railroad Place.
D.C., Washington through January 2, 
1983 “Sixteenth-Century Italian Majolica 
from the Widener and Arthur M. Sackler 
Collections,” an exhibition of approximately 
80 utilitarian and ornamental objects made 
during the Italian Renaissance; at the Na
tional Gallery of Art, Fourth Street at Con
stitution Avenue.

December 15-January 28, 1983 “The Fine 
Art of Private Commissions,” featuring pri
vately commissioned art works exploring the 
relationship between the designer/artist and 
the collector; at the Dimock Gallery, George 
Washington University, Twenty-first and H 
Streets, Northwest.
Georgia, Atlanta through December
15 “Flower and Landscape Motifs in 
Chinese Export Porcelain”; at the High Mu
seum of Art, 1280 Peachtree Street, North
east.Idaho, Ketchum December 16-January 4, 
1983 “Benefit Scholarship Exhibition,” 
with works of 60 visiting artists and alumni; 
at Sun Valley Center Gallery, Fourth and 
Leadville.
Illinois, Chicago through December 31 
“The People and Art of the Philippines,” an 
exhibition of 425 objects representing all pe
riods and styles of Philippine art, prehistoric 
to modern; at the Field Museum of Natural 
History, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive. 
Illlinois, Wilmette through December 31 
An exhibition of sculptural porcelain by Tom 
and Marsha Berentson Benesh; at the Ar
tisan Gallery, the Plaza del Lago, 1515 Sher
idan Road.
Indiana, Evansville through December 5 
Thirty-fifth annual “Mid-States Art Exhi
bition,” a multimedia competition; at the Ev
ansville Museum of Arts and Science, 411 
Southeast Riverside Drive.Indiana, Indianapolis through December 
25 Raku works by Robert Carlson and 
Marilee Hall; at U.S. Customs Incorporated 
Gallery, the Fashion Mall, 8702 Keystone at 
the Crossing.
December 14-31 “Christmas at the Lilly 
Pavilion,” an exhibition including 18th-cen
tury ceramics; at the Lilly Pavilion of Dec
orative Arts, Indianapolis Museum of Art, 
1200 West 38 Street.Iowa, Ames December 12-January 23, 
1983 “Clay and Paper Show”; at the Oc
tagon Center for the Arts, 427 Douglas Street. 
Iowa, Mason City through January 2, 
1983 “Iowa Crafts: 15,” a multimedia com
petition exhibition; at MacNider Museum, 
303 Second Street, Southeast.
Kentucky, Louisville through January 2, 
1983 The tenth annual “Members Only” 
show of the Louisville Craftsmen’s Guild; at 
the Art Center Association, the Water Tower, 
3005 Upper River Road.Massachusetts, Boston through January 
2, 1983 “Human National Treasures of 
Japan,” an exhibition of 160 works by crafts
people honored by the Japanese government; 
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington 
Avenue.
December 1-30 “Narrative Ceramics,” floor 
and wall figurative sculpture by Robert Bra
dy, Christine Federighi, Viola Frey, Jan Hol
comb and Tom Rippon; at Impressions Gal
lery, 275 Dartmouth Street.
Massachusetts, Cambridge through De
cember 31 “Antiquity,” an exhibition of 
works by gallery artists; at Mobilia, 348 Hu
ron Avenue.
December 10-24 “Recent Works,” a group 
exhibition including carved porcelain by Lynn 
Gervens and raku forms by Lois Hirshberg; 
at Stebbins Gallery, 0 Church Street. Massachusetts, Milton through January
2, 1983 “Across Cultures: Pastimes and

Playthings of the China Trade,” an exhibi
tion of 60 objects for leisure activities made 
in China for export to the West during the 
18th and 19th centuries; at the China Trade 
Museum, 215 Adams Street.
Massachusetts, Northampton through 
January 3, 1983 Third annual “A Tea Par
ty,” an exhibition of teapots and accessories; 
at Craftsmarket Gallery, 150 Main Street. Michigan, Detroit through December 28 
“Selected Renaissance Works of Art from the 
Permanent Collection” includes 15th- and 
16th-century majolica; at the Detroit Insti
tute of Arts, 5200 Woodward Avenue. 
Minnesota, Minneapolis through Decem
ber 24 A national invitational exhibition of 
multimedia one-of-a-kind ornaments; at By 
Design gallery, Lumber Exchange Building,
10 South Fifth Street.
Missouri, Saint Louis through December
17 Craft Alliance juried faculty show; at 
Fontbonne College, 6800 Wydown Blvd. 
through December 30 “Annual Holiday 
Show”; at Craft Alliance, 6640 Delmar Bou
levard.
through December 31 “Northern Califor
nia Figurative Sculpture,” an exhibition of 
works by Viola Frey, Michael Lucero, Peter 
Vandenberge, Robert Brady, Karen Breschi, 
Yoshio Taylor, Dan Snyder and Sandra 
Shannonhouse; at Brentwood Gallery Two, 
9916 Clayton Road.
December 4-January 5, 1983 An exhibi
tion of ceramics selected by Garth Clark; at 
Brentwood Gallery, 1221 South Brentwood 
Boulevard.Nebraska, Omaha December 3-January 
9, 1983 “Musical Instruments,” a juried 
national competition; at Craftsmen’s Gallery, 
511 South 11 Street.New Jersey, East Hanover through De
cember 12 “The Ultimate Cookie Jar,” a 
juried exhibition; and “Biscuit Jars, Past and 
Present” from a Canadian Nabisco corpo
ration collection; at Nabisco Brands Gallery, 
River Road and DeForest Avenue.New Jersey, Morristown December
6-22 “Crafts Competition” exhibition; at 
the Robeson Center Gallery, Rutgers State 
University, 350 High Street.
New Jersey, Tenafly through December 
31 “Collector’s Christmas,” an exhibition 
of works directed toward the collector’s in
terest; at America House Gallery, 24 Wash
ington Avenue.New Jersey, Westwood through Decem
ber 4 “Ceramics and Constructions, glazed 
handshaped vessels and figurative sculpture 
by Gerald Geltman and Ken Licht; at the 
Art & Frame Shop, 561 Broadway.
New Mexico, Santa Fe through December 
31 “Rookwood Indian Portrait Vases”; at 
Bellas Artes, Garcia Street at Canyon Road. New York, New York through December
12 A group show including porcelain by 
Paul Heroux; at Convergence, 484 Broome 
Street.through January 2, 1983 “Scandinavian 
Modern 1880-1980,” an exhibition of dec
orative arts and industrial design; at the 
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, 2 East 91 Street. 
through January 2, 1983 “Approaches to 
Collecting: Profiles of Recent Private and 
Corporate Collections” includes ceramics; at 
American Craft Museum I, 44 W. 53 St.
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Comment
Looking Forward, Looking Back by Harriet Cohen

Ever since 1962, when Ted Randall 
threw me out of his graduate seminar 
during my second year at Alfred, I’ve 
been getting into trouble by writing what 
I think. When the semester grades came 
out and I found an inexplicable incom
plete for the seminar on my report card, 
I set off for Ted’s office in high dudgeon 
to demand an explanation. It seemed that 
Ted and I disagreed over the nature of 
the course’s final paper, which was to 
be some kind of summation of all that 
we had read and discussed. Ted ex
plained that he had wanted a “construct” 
and I had written a “destruct.” Yet, I 
didn’t feel the paper could be rewritten 
since it reflected what I considered to be 
an accurate critical analysis of the course 
as I had experienced it. A compromise 
was reached. Because it was impossible 
to graduate without credit for this course, 
I was allowed to do an independent, 
scholarly paper of my choice under the 
aegis of an art history professor. Under 
no condition was I ever to set foot in Ted 
Randall’s seminar again. I was excised 
from that course like a cancerous growth 
which might spread.

What Ted had taken to be an assas
sination of his course (and consequently, 
a personal assault) was in truth merely 
the sort of glib, critical, hatchet job I had 
learned to do in my undergraduate days 
as an art history major at Smith College.

That was my first, but not my last, 
brush with those lax attitudes toward 
the formulation of aesthetic criteria pre
vailing at Alfred and in the larger craft 
community of 20 years ago. In those days 
the craft world really was small enough

to be called a community. Everyone knew 
everyone else, or so it seemed. The Alfred 
“old boy” network dominated the East 
and the Midwest. The West Coast was 
of course dominated by Peter Voulkos 
and friends; but there was communi
cation of a sort between these two, al
though the ideologies were quite differ
ent. I had inadvertently wandered into 
a subculture of the art world where the 
exercise of critical judgment was con
ducted like a gentlemanly intramural 
sport. Having failed to perceive the rules, 
I had written an essay which must have 
struck Ted Randall as if I had been a 
school fencer who had forgotten to put 
tape on the sword tip.

At Alfred, the fear was that negative 
comment might damage an emerging 
talent, nipping a tender ego in the bud. 
Critiques were lengthy, delicate, sup
portive, caring affairs—examinations of 
the soul. Robert Turner and Val Cush
ing were famous for their inability to say 
an unkind word. Bob’s painstaking, de
liberate viewing drove anxious and im
patient students up the wall. I remember 
those painful critiques with great affec
tion; some of the surprising things Bob 
was able to ferret out of the mpst mun
dane student work simply amazed me.

But the teacher who mattered most to 
me was Dan Rhodes. Unlike Turner and 
Cushing, Dan had functioned in the 
larger art world as a painter and later 
as an architecture student at Taliesin 
West, where I’m sure Frank Lloyd 
Wright never pulled any punches. Once, 
when I had taken a whole bunch of hump
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bowls and artfully (or so I thought— 
that was the sort of dumb thing we did 
in those days) attached them to a clay 
slab from the filter press to make a wall 
form, Dan Rhodes said: “That’s how to 
take lots of little parts worth something 
and put them together into something 
worth nothing.” Whenever the construc
tivist urge comes upon me, Dan’s words 
still provoke a cautionary echo in my 
head. He was never afraid to offend, and 
in Alfred’s hothouse of nurturing he was 
always a breath of fresh air. I believed 
then, and now, that a little well-placed 
irony and a reluctance to conceal views 
are essential to the art of criticism.

An inarticulate, macho, pseudo-Voul- 
kosian model reigned supreme among 
the students of that era. There was a 
mutually casual approach to critiques on 
the part of both faculty and students. 
Pots were to be made, not analyzed. Pot
ters were notorious for their desire to 
escape the intellectual claptrap of the 
“fine arts.” They didn’t feel comfortable 
with the rhetoric which reinforces every 
experiment in painting and sculpture, 
no matter how worthless it may ulti
mately prove to be. I was no different 
from the rest; and was perhaps more so 
than they, as I was on the run from a 
life in the library as an art historian. To 
this day, I abhor art jargon and resist 
speculative iconography.

Two decades later, this anti-intellec- 
tual attitude is mellowing, and I perceive 
the new critical awareness of ceramics 
as a healthy change. One of the primary 
functions of the art school is to assist the 
student in establishing an interior crit
ical dialogue in relation to the work. 
Failure to do so leads to imprisonment 
in the moment of execution. Graduates 
lacking in critical perspective are ill- 
equipped to function in the isolated stu
dio situation. They will usually substi
tute process for thought, imitative work 
for that which requires self-knowledge.

Right now the problem is in estab
lishing a critical vocabulary with con
sistent, normative formulations to back 
it up, but the situation is improving rap
idly. Ceramics critics are proceeding ten
tatively (in some instances, irritatingly 
unsure of their opinions) to assert the 
parameters within which they will op
erate. My favorite new catchphrase is 
“the vessel aesthetic,” implying either an 
overt or implicit interest in function on 
the part of the artist. This concept seems

very positive, and central to the issues 
at hand.

At the heart of the matter lies the con
fusion about what ceramics most prop
erly is. The erasing of distinctions and 
definitions in all of the art provinces has 
not helped clay workers any in defining 
their own aesthetic territory. Clay sculp
tors and people working entirely on the 
flat plane should get out of the pottery 
world as soon as they can. That leaves 
the vessel-makers to deal with the issues 
inherent in a three-dimensional form, 
which either is a container or makes a 
statement about containers, therefore 
keeping as a central reference the end
lessly fascinating art of the potter. In 
setting these boundaries, I do not mean 
to be rigid. I just feel that we all need 
some ropes to bounce off or to chafe 
against, if so inclined. Ceramic sculpture 
has a long and fascinating tradition of 
its own, and there isn’t a potter in the 
world who doesn’t cross the vessel/ 
sculpture line at some time. But I am 
most interested in those who are main
taining a pottery identity while enrich
ing our field, and the world of art, with 
their new attitudes toward an ancient 
form of artistic expression.

I would here lay to rest the conceit 
that many of us have harbored for a 
number of years—the sort of notion ex
pressed by Robert Milnes (in CM, April 
1980):

“The tradition of the vessel deals with 
the containment of space, ostensibly for 
utilitarian purposes . . . the historic po
larity of vessels and sculptures may be 
one of the intent of the maker and cul
tural attributes given to the terms, rather 
than substantive issues of kind ... all 
vessels are sculptures, but not all sculp
tures are vessels.”

This is sheer nonsense. A David Leach 
teapot is not “ostensibly” for utilitarian 
purposes. It is unabashedly functional; 
it is not now (nor will it ever be) a sculp
ture, no matter what cultural attributes 
may be assigned to it by later genera
tions.

On the other hand, a Phil Cornelius 
teapot is not even ostensibly utilitarian. 
It is most certainly sculpture, but with 
a pottery reference that keeps it of in
terest to us. Without an interest in the 
vessel aesthetic, however, not even a Cor
nelius teapot would have many creden
tials in the larger world of sculpture with 
a capital S. Certainly the point of di
vergence here is that of the intent of the
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artist reflecting a very substantive dif
ference in kind. A pot is a pot, and a 
sculpture (even though it may look like 
a pot) is a sculpture. The cultural at
tributes of the Cornelius teapot are to
tally other than that of the Leach teapot. 
This is so obvious that I don’t under
stand why this point must repeatedly be 
made in our current writing, but there 
it is. The author here persists in this 
kind of obscurity because clay people ag
onize endlessly over their inferior status 
in the art world, even as they continue 
in a medium which demands the un
concern born of utter commitment.

The status of the artist who deals with 
function, however remotely, is nicely de
scribed by Grace Glueck in her New 
York Times review (September 19, 1982) 
of an exhibition of decorative screens. 
Just substitute vessel for the word screen:

“Until very recently our Puritanical 
concern about confusing art with deco
ration has proscribed many artists from 
fooling around with anything that can 
be even faintly perceived as, well, func
tional. In the Orient, however, screen 
painting has been a respectable artist’s 
occupation for nearly 2000 years. ... In 
this country, however, until the last two 
decades only an occasional artist-painted 
screen turns up. . . . But since the 1950s 
a number of well-known painters have 
tried their hand at these freestanding 
formats. . . . This recent interest has been 
intensified by the Pattern and Decora
tion movement that began in the mid- 
’70s. In the movement’s concern with 
breaking down the distinction between 
the fine and the decorative arts ... it 
gave artists sanction to quote from such 
hitherto despised ‘decorative’ sources as 
quilts, needlework, wallpaper, patterned 
tiles, etc. Other reasons for the trend . . . 
are the general blurring, through these 
last decades, of the distinctions between 
such categories as painting and sculp
ture.”

This exceedingly perceptive observa
tion is followed by a closer examination 
of individuals participating in the show, 
during which the reviewer exercises her 
own finely honed critical certainties. The 
educative and critical functions of the art 
writer are executed here with uncon
scious finesse, in plain English, with the 
authority of experience. Grace Glueck’s 
grasp of art politics, and her ability to 
react decisively to the examples at hand 
are important qualities often lacking in

contemporary writing about ceramics.
Before you get carried away with the 

thrill of standing on the brink of being 
discovered as part of the decorative arts, 
while the distinction between art and 
craft fades into an exquisite patterned 
haze around you, read again the part 
about the artist’s contempt for function 
at the beginning of this quotation. This 
prejudice will most likely never be laid 
to rest in our time. What saddens me is 
when it is perpetuated within the ce
ramics world itself.

The ceramics establishment, domi
nated as it is by the university, abhors 
function with a vengeance that would 
make even Grace Glueck shudder. Hav
ing been a studio potter for 20 years I 
can attest to the tenured professor’s total 
disdain for those who choose to sustain 
themselves by engaging in the presum
ably mindless task of making multiple 
editions of pots designed to be used as 
well as to make an aesthetic comment. 
Teachers seem to imagine that studio 
potters don’t know the difference be
tween beautiful and meaningful. Secure 
from the financial pendulum of either 
the art or the craft world, academic pot
ters have spawned a generation of ce
ramists who must perpetuate a disdain
ful attitude toward function in order to 
maintain self-importance in the face of 
the art world’s indifference to their ves- 
sel-oriented sculptures.

To be fair, there are many teachers 
who care deeply about the vessel aes
thetic and transmit this to their students. 
But there seems to be an ongoing need 
on the part of academics to disguise the 
vessel in the sort of “fine arts” rhetoric 
that potters were once eager to escape. 
Why rationalize what you are doing by 
claiming a teapot to be sculpture? Where 
is the pride we used to have in being 
decorative artists? Has the whole ce
ramics battle been fought in vain? Must 
every vessel have an aesthetic tag?

My current fantasy is that the new 
ceramics critic will indeed legitimize the 
decorative arts. In the past I had another 
fantasy—that Grace Glueck and Com
pany would accidentally fall down a hole 
and discover our subterranean Wonder
land. Nothing is more painful for an art
ist than indifference. No wonder Van 
Gogh cut off his ear. Last year a painter 
friend was despondent because Hilton 
Kramer (formerly of the New York Times 
art department) wouldn’t review his one- 
man show at the Hirshhorn. The deci- 
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Thirty potters presented their newest works “fulfilling 
the duality of utility and beauty” in the recent “Functional 
Ceramics 1982” show at the College of Wooster (Ohio). To
gether with the invitation to present their ware in this eighth 
annual exhibition, the participants were asked to comment 
on the public and personal value of the show. In response 
several noted a positive contribution to the field by setting 
high standards and giving artists the opportunity to exhibit 
standard ware instead of “show” objects. Personally chal
lenged to make aesthetically pleasing utilitarian forms for “a 
nation that wouldn’t miss a meal if all potters stopped making 
pots forever,” many sensed a growing public appreciation of 
well-crafted ceramics, in part because of exposure through 
the exhibition and catalog. Potters working in isolated studios 
said they welcomed the opportunity to see the diverse func
tional styles and to “listen” to the statements made through 
the works by artists from across the nation.

Far left Contemporary 
stoneware crock, 11 
inches in height, by 
Timothy Galligan and 
Kathryn Kellagher; 
Cooksburg Pottery, 
Cooksburg, Pennsylvania.
Left Porcelain teapot,
13 inches in height, by 
Kathryn Sharbaugh, 
Holly, Michigan.
Below Porcelain bowl,
9 inches in diameter, by 
Dora De Larios, Culver 
City, California.
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Above left Thrown and carved porcelain teapot, 9 inches 
in height, by Elaine Coleman, Canby, Oregon.
Above center left Wheel-thrown stoneware plate, 12 
inches in diameter, by Maishe Dickman, New Haven, 
Connecticut.
Below Porcelain teapot, 7 inches in height, celadon glaze, 
by Jim Kemp, Indianapolis.

Above center right Stoneware silverware holder; 8 inches 
in height, thrown, altered, with handbuilt additions, wood 
fired, by Paul Dresang, Edwardsville, Illinois. The form is 
designed to drain utensils after dishwashing, and may serve 
as permanent storage rather than placing them in a 
drawer.
Above right Cylindrical form, 10 inches in height, black 
porcelain, by Charles Olson, Whitewater, Wisconsin.



Above Porcelain covered jar, 12 inches in height, brushed 
oxide decoration, by Tom Coleman, Can by, Oregon.
Below Porcelain tea set in the manner of traditional 
Takatori ware, teapot 6 inches in height, by George 
William Peterson, Huntington, Massachusetts.

Below center “Slice of Bread,” 5 inches in height, wheel- 
thrown bowl with handbuilt addition, by Eileen 
Richardson, Santa Barbara, California.
Below right Handbuilt stoneware bottle, 10 inches in 
height, impressed decoration, by Tom Shafer; Columbus, Ohio,
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A Survey of Modem Japanese Pottery
Part 3: Exhibitions 

by Brian Moeran

This is the third in a 4-part series exposing the inner workings 
of the modern Japanese pottery movement, and how fapanese 
ware has come to be so highly valued within that society. Part
4 will appear in the next issue.—Ed.
Modern Japanese potters are broadly divided into two 
groups, according to whether they contribute to the Nitten 
or Dento Kogeiten annual craft exhibitions. These and other 
shows, as well as the way in which department stores and 
the media have begun to promote the potter rather than pot
tery per se, have affected current production.

Nitten
Nitten is short for Nihon Bijutsu Tenrankai, meaning the 

Japan Art Exhibition, and was first held under this name 
in 1946. Essentially, however, it was a continuation of the 
prewar Imperial Art Exhibition (Teiten), consisting of ni- 
honga, Japanese painting; Western-style oil painting; callig
raphy; sculpture and crafts. Naturally, pottery is included in 
the latter section along with lacquer, basketry, metal and 
wood work. An exhibition is presented every autumn and 
attracts some 150,000 visitors during the 20 days it is shown 
at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum; it is then taken to var
ious cities throughout Japan.

A major problem with the Nitten group is its factionalism. 
The first significant argument occurred in 1948 when a num
ber of younger potters working in and around Kyoto began 
to challenge the authority of the old school. Many of them 
boycotted the exhibition that year in an attempt to democ
ratize the Nitten’s authoritarian organization. The old school 
backed down in the face of such protest by potters like Yuzo 
Kondo, Yaichi Kusube, Kiyoshi Nakajima and Ryuzo Asami, 
and the confrontation resulted in the Nitten show ceasing to 
be funded directly by the government, but instead by the 
Nihon Geijutsu-in, or Japan Academy of Arts.

Selection to membership in the Academy of Arts is now 
seen by most Nitten potters as the ultimate achievement in 
their careers, although there are in fact very few craftsmen 
who are members of this elite group. To select its members, 
the Nitten craft group has set up an elaborate ladder of

hierarchical rankings within the organization. Those who 
manage to get their work selected three times in the annual 
exhibition become associate members (kaiyu). And that is 
about as far as a lot of potters go. To become a full member 
(,kaiin), a potter must have contributed to the exhibition ten 
times and have work placed among the prizewinners at least 
once. The next step up is to be appointed a member of the 
jury (shinsain) at the annual show; this appointment is made 
by the executive officers (riji), of whom there are three to 
five in each section of the craft group. Finally, at the very 
top of this pyramid, is the chairman (kaicho). A potter who 
reaches this rank has a reasonable chance of being selected 
as a full member of the Academy of Arts. In due course, if 
he lives long enough, has the right contacts and is prepared 
to pay enough money, he may well be awarded an Order of 
Cultural Merit (Bunka Kunsho).

I say “contacts” because the pyramidlike organization of 
the Nitten group (a characteristic of Japanese society in gen
eral, incidentally) does not permit individual talent to reach 
the very top of the hierarchy. It would appear that a potter 
can get perhaps halfway up the ladder of rankings on the 
merits of work, but then there is no alternative but to adopt 
political tactics to advance further. This system has led to all 
sorts of bribery scandals and factionalism over the past 30 
years. It is clear that the chairman does his best to appoint 
“yes men” to executive officer posts and that they in turn try 
to get their cronies in as members of the jury. The latter, of 
course, select the work of their friends and apprentices. There 
is a lot of gift giving all the way up the line, as each potter 
tries to ensure success. And the public is conned into thinking 
that what it beholds at the annual exhibition is “Art” with 
a very large capital A.

Sometimes, however, the facade cracks and there is general 
upheaval in the organization. The Nitten group was a fairly 
loose alliance which monopolized the crafts scene until the 
Traditional Crafts Exhibition (Dento Kogeiten) was started 
in 1954. Then Nitten potters found that they were going to 
have to organize themselves properly, if they were to combat 
the increasing popularity and influence of the Dento Ko
geiten and stop their members from defecting to that exhi
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bition. Thus in 1961, the Japan Association for Modern 
Artist Craftsmen {Nihon Gendai Kogei Bijutsuka Kyokai) 
was formed; its aim being to produce “creative art objects” 
and to raise the crafts to the same level as that occupied by 
the “finer” arts of oil painting, sculpture and so on.

In 1977, however, a new faction, the Nihon Shinkogei 
Bijutsuka Renmei broke away from the Gendai Kogei group, 
claiming that crafts should be more functional, closer to peo
ple’s everyday lives. This new group consisted of about 200 
craftsmen at first, and took with it most of the Gendai Kogei 
group’s potter membership. The reason given publicly for 
the forming of the new faction may concern the function of 
crafts themselves, but it is common knowledge that the ar
gument is in fact between craftsmen, in particular between 
two metalworkers who are members of the Japan Academy 
of Arts. While, at first, almost all the Nitten potters joined 
the new craft Shinkogei group, those in Kyushu have recently 
decided to rejoin the parent organization. Here the antago
nism between Taroemon Nakazato and potters such as Ryu- 
zan Aoki (and Tatehiko Tsuji under him) is very apparent. 
Perhaps the very fact that Taroemon Nakazato, 13th-gen- 
eration potter in the e-garatsu tea ceremony tradition and 
son of “human treasure” Muan Nakazato, should have de
cided to join the Nitten and not the Dento Kogeiten group 
is indicative of the way in which the maker now takes priority 
over the pot in the Japanese ceramics world. As one cynical 
potter put it, having a traditional tea ceremony potter con
tributing to (and running) the Nitten show is a bit like having 
a Buddhist say “Amen” at the end of his daily prayers.

Dento Kogeiten
In 1951, the Japanese government issued its first policy 

statement regarding the protection of cultural properties and, 
in the following year, it instituted the system of important 
intangible cultural properties. Two years later, it was decided 
to hold a Traditional Crafts Exhibition (Dento Kogeiten), 
inviting those who had been designated as being the holders 
of important intangible cultural properties to exhibit their 
work. Almost two dozen craftsmen were involved, and of 
these, eight were potters.

The following year people with traditional skills, such as 
Sakaida Kakiemon, were also asked to contribute to the ex

hibition (still held annually at the Mitsukoshi Department 
Store in central Tokyo). Also in that year, the Japan Crafts 
Association (Nihon Kogeikai) was formed—its aim being to 
maintain traditional skills and hence contrasting with the 
“artistic illusion” fostered by those in the Nitten group. In 
1956, members of the Nihon Kogeikai were permitted to 
contribute to the Traditional Crafts Exhibition and, in the 
year after that (the fourth show), contributions were solicited 
from potters all over Japan, which has been the case ever 
since. The Agency for Cultural Affairs (.Bunkacho), an off
shoot of the Ministry of Education, sponsors the Dento Ko- 
geitan and contributes approximately $1500 in prize mon
ey—a low sum by Japanese exhibition standards. The show 
is visited by 15,000 people a day during the period it is in 
Tokyo, before traveling—like the Nitten exhibition—to the 
provinces. The difference here is that while the Nitten show, 
in accordance with its “artistic” status, is presented at local 
art museums, the Traditional Crafts Exhibition is shown at 
department stores and most of the work is for sale. Thus, 
there is a very strong commercial interest in the Dento Ko
geiten, which is inextricably tied with the tea ceremony world, 
and Mitsukoshi Department Store is said to sell approxi
mately $1 million in crafts during the 12 days the show is 
held in its main store in Tokyo.

The organization of the Japan Crafts Association is more 
or less like that of the Nitten groups, with the craftsman’s 
ultimate aim in this case being designation as a “human 
treasure.” Again it is customary for craftsmen to pay very 
large sums for this honor (generally SI75,000). However, the 
Nihon Kogeikai’s pyramid structure does not appear to be 
quite as authoritarian as that of the Nitten groups. Anyone 
whose work is accepted in the show is immediately elected 
an associate member, with promotion to a full member once 
work has been accepted four times. Full membership does 
not, however, mean that thereafter a potter’s work will au
tomatically be accepted in the main Dento Kogeiten, although 
it will be included in any show held by the full member’s 
local branch of the Japan Crafts Association. Once potters 
have had their work selected a considerable number of times, 
they may be asked to act as jurors for the exhibition. This 
jury consists not only of craftsmen, but also of a few critics 
and museum directors and curators, so that it is difficult for

Opening day at the Traditional Crafts Exhibition, Mitsukoshi Department Store, Tokyo. First held in 1954, with works by 
approximately two dozen holders of “important intangible cultural properties,” the annual exhibition now draws 15,000 
people a day, with sales of about $1 million in 12 days.
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those at the top of the hierarchy to exert absolute authority. 
Even works by eminent potters (including Toyozo Arakawa 
and Sakaida Kakiemon) have been known to fail jury selec
tion for the Traditional Crafts Exhibition.

However, the organization of the Nihon Kogeikai is not 
quite as democratic as its members would like the public to 
think. Master/apprentice (sensei/deshi) considerations nat
urally come into play in the selection of pots by members of 
the jury, who also have to take into account the work of potters 
living in the areas from which they come. Moreover, the 
critics on the jury have their own network of potter clients, 
whose work they do their best to have accepted. Thus, to cite 
just two examples of what can happen, when Fujio Koyama, 
an eminent historian and pottery critic, was a member of the 
jury, there used to be a large percentage of Shino wares 
accepted; while the selection of Kyushu potters as members 
of the jury during the past two years has meant that the 
number of potters from Kyushu whose work was included 
in the Dento Kogeiten has increased considerably. Also, one 
cannot ignore the influence of Tokyo University of Art pro
fessors Nodo Fujimoto and Koichi Tamura in getting the 
work of their students passed. As a general rule, before potters 
contribute their work to the Traditional Crafts Exhibition 
each year, they make sure that it is seen by someone of 
importance. This means that there is a considerable amount 
of “prior selection” of pots by eminent potters and critics, 
who then do their best to ensure that those who have had 
the decency to consult them get their work passed at the final 
hurdle.

The Dento Kogeiten has provided the perfect opportunity 
for potters working at such traditional kilns as Bizen, Hagi, 
Karatsu, Agano, etc. to show their work, and potters from 
these areas began contributing to the exhibition early on. 
This was indeed the first time that tea ceremony potters had 
bothered to contribute to a large-scale exhibition and the 
result was a general surge of interest in the ceremony on the 
part of the public. Mizusashi water containers, teabowls and 
chaire tea caddies came to be seen as “works of art” rather 
than simply as functional utensils for the tea ceremony. At 
the same time, the Dento Kogeiten has forced those potters, 
who have continued contributing to the Nitten show, to reflect 
upon their work and produce some really free-style modern 
pottery mainly devoid of applied designs or patterns. Quite 
a lot of potters started out contributing to both major exhi
bitions, but during the past two decades they have been forced 
to join one of the two groups and have very little room in 
which to maneuver. Consequently, their work has tended to 
become stylized and immediately recognizable as either Nit
ten or Dento Kogeiten pottery.

Other Exhibitions
Besides the Nitten and Dento Kogeiten shows, there were 

not many large-scale pottery exhibitions in Japan prior to 
the mid-1960s. The Japan Ceramics Association (Nihon Toji 
Kyokai) began awarding an annual prize from 1956, and a 
prizewinner’s show was organized thereafter. In 1959, the 
National Museum of Modern Art held a Modern Japanese 
Ceramics exhibition, and in 1963, the Kyoto Museum of 
Modern Art presented a Survey of Modern Japan Ceramics 
show to commemorate its opening, followed by an exhibition 
of modern international pottery the next year. When the 1964 
Olympic Games were held in Japan, both the Tokyo and

Kyoto museums featured crafts exhibitions in which some 
pottery was displayed, and an exhibition of work by women 
potters was presented in the capital. From then on, pottery 
shows began to be held with some regularity, as department 
stores started exhibiting the works of individual potters in 
their (often newly established) art galleries. A number of the 
latter benefited, so far as publicity was concerned, from the 
1968 New World of Modern Ceramics show held at the 
Kyoto and Tokyo Museums of Modern Art. In this, 31 pot
ters under 50 years of age were selected and each had ten 
pots displayed. That year was also the 100th anniversary of 
the end of the feudal age and a number of exhibitions were 
devoted to the pottery of the Meiji Period.

The Osaka Expo was in 1970, and a Kyoto Arts and 
Crafts: Their Traditions and Spirit show was held at the 
Kyoto City Museum of Art. In the following year, the Main- 
ichi newspaper sponsored the first Japan Ceramics Exhi
bition (Nihon Togeiten), held biannually since, and now the 
third major pottery exhibition in Japan. It is independent of 
and differs from both the Nitten and Dento Kogeiten in that 
contributions are judged by a panel consisting entirely of 
critics and museum curators. Factionalism among potters is 
thereby avoided, but there are some queries about the im
partiality of some of the critics. The extent of the influence 
on potters exerted by critics and museum curators can per
haps be measured by the way in which the Exhibition of 
Ceramics from Western Japan (Nishi Nihon Togei Bijut- 
suten) was virtually boycotted by Hagi potters in 1981, when 
their favorite critic and most vociferous supporter, Seizo Hay- 
ashiya, had an argument with the sponsor, the Nishi Nihon 
Newspaper Company.

Scale, Style and Technique
With Japanese pottery coming to be seen as an art form 

and displayed in large-scale exhibitions, modern ware has 
become extremely expensive and very large, which means 
that it is no longer very functional. The reason for the increase 
in size is that contributions to the Japan Ceramics and the 
Traditional Crafts Exhibitions in 1981 exceeded 1000 pots 
for each show. Somebody calculated that members of the jury 
at the latter exhibition had an average of three seconds in 
which to decide whether to accept an entry. Thus, the larger 
a pot is, the more readily it stands out and demands attention; 
and every potter does his utmost to make his work imme
diately recognizable. Size is one way of doing this; another 
is to produce what is referred to as a “one-pattern” pot. In 
other words, once a potter succeeds in having a certain wax- 
resist design, celadon glaze or marbled form accepted into 
one of the major shows, he or she will continue to send in 
almost identical pots year after year. Far from rejecting the 
work as “unoriginal,” critics immediately recognize it as be
longing to a certain “name” and pass the pot accordingly— 
regardless of quality.

The emphasis on size and on producing a distinguishable 
style leads potters to concentrate on technical skill. It is here 
that potters and critics are very much in accord, for critics 
almost invariably end up talking about pottery techniques 
and the mastery of difficult processes comes to be seen as 
being equivalent to producing “good” pottery. Certainly, Jap
anese pottery is technically light years ahead of what most 
of us produce in the West. The question is whether technical 
skill is the only criterion by which pottery should be judged.
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Tim Crane

A ONE-MAN SHOW of slightly salt-glazed stoneware vessels 
by Minnesota artist Tim Crane was featured recently at By 
Design in Minneapolis. Principally concerned with shape, 
surface and proportion, Tim constructed the exhibited vases 
and lidded jars from textured slabs. “In the last couple of 
years I have spent more time handbuilding than throwing,” 
he observed. “I haven’t decided to handbuild more and throw 
less; it has just seemed that for now the most exciting pos
sibilities lie in handbuilding.

“I recognize influences from many different sources. They 
seem to have their effect on the pots before I become aware 
of them—some recently obvious ones are Brancusi and Chinese 
bronzes. And I’ve noticed similarities between some recent 
vases and sculptures that I did almost 20 years ago. There 
must be many influences which I never notice.”

Handbuilt vase, approximately 9 inches in height, of 
textured stoneware slabs, lightly salt glazed.

Stoneware vase, approximately 16 inches in height, 
handbuilt from textured slabs, with lugs.
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Toby Buonagurio
by JEANNE Mackin

Humorous, nostalgic, fu
turistic; a little threatening 
and often macabre—selected 
works from 1974-81 by Toby 
Buonagurio (head of the ce
ramics program at the State 
University of New York at 
Stony Brook) were featured 
in a recent solo exhibition at 
the Everson Museum in Syr
acuse. The images stem from 

Toby Buonagurio a variety of influences, in-
eluding Spanish reliquaries, 

Gaudi’s architecture, Chicago art and jukeboxes. “Art taps 
into everything,” Toby commented. “Music, fashion, politics 
are all part of a whole, part of what creates energy. I like 
the exotic. If-1 don’t find enough in life, I have to create it.”

This artist’s sculpture begins with an idea, explored in 
quick, line drawings to establish generalities that are con
stantly redefined, changed and elaborated throughout the en
tire forming process. From commercial, low-fire white clay 
the works are handbuilt and cast in sections, so that when 
glazes are applied, each part can be completely covered. After 
bisque, glaze and luster firings, the sections are painted, 
flocked, glittered and glued together.

Most are built in her studio, a rented apartment in the 
same building where she lives. Kitchen, bedroom and living 
room are divided into separate areas with specific ceramic 
functions. Finished works are put into storage, so that all 
her energy can be concentrated on the current form. “I only 
build one piece at a time to really live with it and get to 
know its full potential.” Often, however, a work in progress 
will be stored for several months before the final surface 
decoration and assemblage. “At that point, it’s almost like a

“Rain Rod” 18 inches in length, handbuilt low-fire clay, with glazes, lusters, acrylic paint.
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“Paradise Shrine ” 26 inches in height, handbuilt loiu-fire clay, glazes, lusters, paint.

found object; I have to get to know it all over again and 
establish fresh relationships.”

Imagine someone not familiar with Toby’s work wander
ing into the Everson while the exhibition is being installed. 
“What is it made of?” the visitor asks as she watches the 
artist put together the 80 sections that compose “Super Due- 
sie,” an 8-foot-long “souped up” version of the 1938 Due- 
senberg.

“Ceramics,” answers a museum staff member, handing a 
gleaming clay exhaust pipe to the artist.

“Impossible,” says the woman, contemplating the soft look
ing fur seats, chrome fenders, sporty white-wall tires and 
elaborately painted body. “It can’t be clay.”

“She did everything but kick the tires, until we finally 
convinced her it was ceramics,” laughed the artist.

A graduate of the City College of New York and the High 
School of Music and Art, Toby didn’t begin working with

clay until her senior year in college when she enrolled in a 
ceramics course. “I was attracted by the high energy that 
class generated,” she recalled. “Working on the wheel was 
wonderful, but I slowly realized that it wasn’t functional 
pottery that really fascinated me; it was the material itself. 
It’s amorphic; it can take any shape. And that was the spark 
that led me away from pots and into image making.”

The first ceramic sculpture she exhibited was a pair of 
bright red Minnie Mouse shoes made in 1970; followed soon 
by “Miss America Pie,” a large lemon meringue pie built in 
five layers, with a small head resembling the Statue of Lib
erty, and different wigs put into the chambers.

That same sense of humor displayed early in her career 
is still an important part of Toby’s work. But the humor has 
an edge to it of irony, sarcasm or challenge. “Paradise Shrine” 
is whimsical, and yet a little disconcerting. It is, after all, 
about death in all its frightening, always-remember-me
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“Snakeskin Robot Shoes ” handbuilt, 15 inches in height, by Toby Buonagurio. 

C(Fish Monument * 15 inches in height, clay, acrylic paint.
splendor. True to its meaning, the shrine does contain a secret 
relic.

Toby’s cars are lighthearted, but they call to mind those 
hot rod years, when having a car seemed the most important 
thing in the world. “The forms deal with the auto as a love 
object,” she explained. “I wanted to take it to the extreme.”

It is this attitude that prevents the works from being merely 
humorous. They make us search within ourselves for the 
personal impressions and associations they call forth.

And if people prefer to see them merely as humorous ob
jects, that’s all right too. “I don’t want people to take my 
works too seriously,” Toby commented. “Humor is important 
to me, and my work is admittedly a little tongue-in-cheek. 
If something gets too serious, I twist it a bit to bring out the 
humor. What the piece requires, I do.”
The author Jeanne Mackin has been an arts writer for the 
last eight years, contributing a weekly column to the Ithaca 
Journal, and free-lance articles to several national publica
tions.



Barbara Diduk
by Mary Pardo

Thirty functional stoneware forms 
by faculty artist Barbara Diduk were 
featured in a recent exhibition at Dick
inson College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
Commitment to straightforward utili
tarian pottery has led Barbara to pro
duction of a variety of shapes ranging 
from full-scale watering cans to colum
nar ewers with similarly proportioned 
cups no bigger than a thumb. She pre
fers forms “that have a clear definition, 
but also hop out of their definition.” 
Avoiding obvious ornamentation, she 
sometimes adds small lugs as articulat
ing devices.
The author Mary Pardo is a fine arts 
instructor at Dickinson College in Car
lisle, Pennsylvania.

Wheel-thrown cups and ewer, approximately 
16 inches in height, glazed stoneware.
Left Thrown stoneware covered jar,
16 inches in height, ash glaze.
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National Endowment Winners



Six of the eleven $25,000 crafts fellow
ships recently awarded by the Visual Arts 
Program of the National Endowment 
for the Arts went to ceramists: Val Cush
ing, Alfred, New York; Rick Dilling
ham, Santa Fe, New Mexico; Jackie 
Greeves, Silver Spring, Maryland; 
Aleksandra Kasuba, New York City; 
Ken Little, Norman, Oklahoma; and 
Kirk Mangus, Mercer, Pennsylvania. 
The grant money was double that 
awarded previously ($12,500 per per
son). Sixteen of the 48 “emerging artist” 
$5000 crafts fellowships were given to 
ceramic sculptors and potters: Stanley 
Andersen, Penland, North Carolina; 
Barry Bartlett, Birmingham, Michigan;

Thomas Bezanson, Westwood, Massa
chusetts; James Caswell, Santa Monica, 
California; Aurore Chabot, Wilton, New 
Hampshire; Dierdre Daw, Cleveland; 
Robert Forbes, Philadelphia; Jane 
Heaven, Berkeley; Michael Lucero, New 
York City; George Mason, Walpole, 
Massachusetts; Beverly Mayeri, Mill 
Valley, California; Geoffrey Pagen, 
Portland, Oregon; Cynthia Ripley (Luna 
Garcia), Richmond, Virginia; Mamie 
Siegel, Lake Hill, New York; Nicholas 
Starr, Syracuse; and Arnold Zimmer
man, New York City.

Selected from 1071 requests (down 
about 40 percent from previous appli
cations, presumably because of the 
threatened budget cut), the 59 crafts fel
lowships accounted for more than 17 
percent of the total 337 visual artists’ 
grants awarded in 11 categories.

Guidelines for the 1983-84 fellow
ships are now available; the deadline for 
ceramics applications (in the crafts cat
egory) is March 15, 1984. No longer 
guided by “major” or “emerging” artist 
classification, the review panel will 
award $5000, $15,000 or $25,000 fel
lowships based on the artist’s visual ma
terials, record of achievement (educa
tion, exhibitions, participation in related 
activities), and continuing development 
of work. For further information con
tact: Visual Arts Program, National En
dowment for the Arts, 2401 E Street, 
Northwest, Washington, D.C. 20506; or 
call: (202) 634-1566.
Far left “Rachel ” 20 inches in height, 
handbuilt clay, with acrylics, by 
Beverly Mayeri.
Left “Sun,” handbuilt tile table,
5¾ jeet in length, by Mamie Siegel.
Below Fruit bowl, 6 inches in height, 
thrown redware, majolica glaze, by 
Stanley Mace Anderson.



Right Earthenware platter; 30 inches 
in diameter, fry Robert Forbes.
Below “Cunning and Fancy Logic”
23 inches in height, James Caswell.
Far right CiUntitled (Fish) ” 94 inches 
in height, clay, underglazes, wire, by 
Michael Lucero.
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Above “Gas Can” 17 inches in height, handbuilt, broken and 
reassembled by Rick Dillingham.
Left Exterior brick wall, 3000 square feet, for Lincoln Hospital, the 
Bronx, by Aleksandra Kasuba.
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Wheel-thrown stoneware platter, 
25 inches in diameter, 

with finger-wiped glaze.
Portfolio cover Stoneware 

teapot, thrown, altered,
16 inches in height.
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Thrown, altered teapot,
16 inches in height,
sandblasted glaze.
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Covered jar, 77 inches in 
height, thrown, altered, incised, 

by Chris Custin.
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Stoneware covered jar,
10 inches in height, thrown, altered, 

fired to Cone 70.
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Thrown, altered, stoneware jar,
16 inches in height, Cone 10 firing,

sandblasted glaze.
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Thrown platter, 24 inches in 
diameter, incised stoneware, 

sandblasted glaze.
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Chris Gustin in his Guilford, Connecticut, studio.
He has recently acquired a two-story chicken coop 
in South Dartmouth, Massachusetts (below), and is 

converting it to a solar-heated studio and living space.
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1—5 In preparation for glazing a large platter, Chris 
makes preliminary markings with a wet sponge on the bisqued 

surface. The interior is glazed, then while still wet, he 
draws through to the body with his finger (s). After the 
interior surface has dried, the underside is glazed, then 

the platter is flipped right side up. Some glazes are sandblasted 
after firing to control light reflection or alter surface texture.
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I started working in clay in 1970 at a local pot shop in Los 
Angeles. It was one of those places where you take evening 
courses and struggle to make a mug. At the time, I was at
tending the University of California at Irvine, studying biology 
and sociology. Going by the clay studio one day, I saw a great 
deal of giant-scale sculpture in progress. John Mason was 
there, preparing to fire some work. Intrigued, I signed up for 
an elective class. After finishing the year, however, I quit school 
to travel around Europe.

On returning to the States, I took a maintenance job in a 
ceramics factory in Pasadena and spent the summer hauling 
clay, sweeping floors, packing boxes, whatever was needed. 
Ready to go back to U.C. in the fall, I was nevertheless asked 
to stay by the plant manager, Tom Flynn, who was from the 
old school. He convinced me that he could teach more than 
"any damned" university, so I stayed and learned something 
about how to run a commercial plant. After six months, illness 
unexpectedly forced Tom to retire, and I took over manage
ment of the factory, running it for the next year and a half. 
Only 19 years old, working 15 hours a day, 6 days a week, I 
eventually began to get restless with the routine and pressures 
of the job, and thought it was time to do my own work. My 
brother and sister-in-law had been urging me to go to the 
Kansas City Art Institute, so I moved to Missouri.

While at K.C.A.I., from 1972 through 1975, I found the 
studio rich with an energetic and creative group of students— 
Allen Winkler, Stan Welsh, John and Andrea Gill, Barry Bart
lett, Arnie Zimmerman, David Keator, Ed O'Reilly, David 
Saunders and Akio Takimore. There was also constant and 
sometimes overpowering input from instructors Ken Fergu
son, Victor Babu, Jackie Rice and George Timock. I wouldn't 
be making pots today if not for Ken's influence. He helped 
me find a confidence within. I learned a lot about pots at 
Kansas City, about understatement and overstatement, tech
nique and aesthetics, but more importantly, I learned about 
self-discipline and commitment.

Accepted at Alfred University graduate school, I struggled 
through the first semester. My pots were not very good, and 
certainly not very personal. I was making things, but still not 
quite sure why. The first review was devastating; faculty crit
icism was frank and harsh. The work lacked a sense of direc
tion and self-expression. Feeling lost, I began to draw, sitting 
in on every such course offered, even freshman foundation 
classes. I tried to find something in the figure that could be 
put into pots. I began to construct clay torsos, busts and ap
pendages to gain an understanding of a figure's gesture, dis
tribution of weight and attachment of limbs. None of these 
works were fired; they were intended only as exercises in 
form and construction. I hired a model and did nothing but 
drawings and clay figures for three months. Faculty feedback 
was sometimes bewildered but favorable at the end-of-the- 
semester review, so I started to make pots again, keeping the 
figure in mind.

During the second semester at Alfred, Kyllikki Salmen- 
haara, from Finland, was a visiting artist. She profoundly in
fluenced ideas concerning the figure in my pots. Her critiques 
were not with words, but through body movement and ges
ture. Explaining its stance and volume through caricature, Kyl
likki would pantomime each form. If a pot was dumpy, she 
would walk low to the ground, waddle and quack like a duck. 
If a pot was light and graceful, she would throw her head 
high, arch her back and become like a bird in flight. Every
thing a pot can say was represented in simple movement.

As I began to concentrate on form, weight and expression, 
my work changed significantly. The shapes grew in size, and 
specific parts of the pots were embellished. Handles became 
the focal point, taking on added scale. Negative space began 
to define volume. Simple geometric shapes (circles, triangles, 
squares) were stacked in an attempt to understand visual 
weight and proportion. The figurative element began to play 
an important part in the forms, with function losing its im
portance. I wanted function to be a limit within which to play, 
rather than a constraint. Looking back, I can honestly say those 
forms were the first pots that were important to my ideas, 
concerns and curiosity.

After graduation and a summer residency in Montana at 
the Archie Bray Foundation, I moved to Guilford, Connect
icut, and set up a studio with my sister-in-law, Jane Gustin. 
We pooled some money and rented a garage formerly used 
for rebuilding batteries. During the next eight months of de
veloping the studio from scratch, neither of us made pots. 
When I began working in clay again in the spring of 1978, I 
had lost the focus found in graduate school; financial inse
curity also began to influence my work. By imposing what I 
perceived as the desires and attitudes of the buying public 
onto my pots, I ended up making a studio full of bad ware, 
none of which would sell. I had relied heavily on the belief 
that I would be accepted into some of the major East Coast 
fairs and geared production for such; their rejection letters 
were crushing. As the pile got bigger, I would make a ritual 
of pinning them on the wall. Finally, events turned around; 
I received a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship.

The grant came at an important time. I had been trying to 
figure out where my work was going, balancing my aesthetic 
taste with that of the public. The NEA money was a big help, 
but what was more important was the recognition. It was as 
if the Endowment was telling me to "keep going, keep work
ing." After reading the letter, I ran around the building a few 
times, went back into the studio and proceeded to break 
every pot in sight—in one hour I destroyed four months' 
worth of work. The support allowed the freedom for com
mitment to my ideas and myself.

Since then, my work has changed and grown, but it has 
been a slow and deliberate process. I have been working on 
a variety of forms, defining and redefining them, exploring 
similar ideas but searching for a number of solutions. I have 
never been able to experiment with a lot of ideas at once; 
my pots come from previous forms, carrying ideas and con
cerns from one to another and back again. Teapots influence 
the forms of jars, which in turn influence platters. I like to 
look at the results and ask: "How can I change that pot into 
something that it isn't?" In this way I come to understand how 
certain proportions and spatial relationships define form and 
volume, and how the limitations of function can be used to 
clarify design.

Only within the last year has my work grown less con
strained, and I think this is due in part to teaching. When I 
graduated from Alfred, I wanted nothing to do with teach
ing—only to set up a studio and work. However, after three 
years with very little feedback from outside, it became im
portant to get out of the studio to seek debate, to confront 
ideas verbally as well as visually. For the past two years I have 
been teaching at Boston University's Program in Artisanry. 
Students keep you on your toes; dialogue that occurs during 
critiques often helps my own work, forcing questions about 
specific attitudes and broadening my realm of curiosity. I feel
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freer to touch clay, to handle the pots, to mark forms. The 
pots are not as personally precious as they were before. I still 
think about a late-night critique back at Alfred with visiting 
artist Stanley Rosen. He said my pots did not generate my 
own energy or articulate personal space. Ken Ferguson said 
it again a couple of years later. When asked what he thought 
of my new work, he replied: "Think about gesture." I had 
always tried to deny the activity of making pots—the vitality 
that is part of process. Now this energy plays an important 
part in my work, one that I do not want to restrain. Handling 
of the pots, forming and glazing, have much more to do with 
rhythm and movement than pottery technique. It's more akin 
to choreography, beat, syncopation and timing. It's chords 
and notes. It's improvisation.

My recent Cone 9-10 stoneware work reflects this attitude; 
with scale increased, form simplified, and glazes muted. All 
the pots are wheel thrown, some altered in the wet state, and 
assembled. Slips are applied to achieve various clay colors 
underneath glaze. Drawings have moved from outside the 
pot to its interior. Firing is either in oxidation or reduction, 
depending on the desired color and surface.

I limit myself to four glazes—ones that aren't flashy and are 
by themselves somewhat boring. I have used the same recipes 
(right out of every university's glaze book) for four years, and 
am still finding ways to affect surface and color. A Cone 10 
glaze fired at Cone 6 may yield an entirely different, but at
tractive surface. Peter Voulkos used to say that he would give 
students three of the ugliest glazes around, and if they could 
do anything with them, the students were OK. Any glaze can 
be good; it just depends on its usage. Firing has everything 
to do with color and textural possibilities. I want the glaze to 
fuse with the form, and in essence become the form.

Some of my glazes are sandblasted to control light reflec
tion or alter surface texture. Tactile quality is very important 
because it is a means of bringing a viewer into contact with 
the pot. Scale and weight, both visually and physically, can 
create a distance between the viewer and the pots. A surface 
that is extremely tactile entices one to handle the form. Glaze 
can invite lifting a lid, handling an object, exploring volume.

Currently, I am completing the conversion of a two-story 
chicken coop into a studio and living space. Located in South 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts, the 7000-square-foot building 
faces south and will be heated in part with a solar power 
conversion costing approximately $10,000. (The system should 
provide about 40 percent of the building's heat this winter.) 
Following plans by David Lindsey and potter Gary Charpentier 
(both from Cleveland), the old windows along the south wall 
were torn out and enlarged. Space between the two rows of 
windows will be filled with homemade solar collectors, so 
that the entire front of the building will read as glass. The 
collectors will be connected to a duct system on the north 
side of the building that will pull the heat down toa 30x25x2- 
foot rock pit under the concrete floor. Heat will radiate 
through the concrete to the studio above. A thermostat will 
activate a fan to draw heat from the rock storage area to living 
space on the second floor. It has been an incredible project, 
but one that should pay for itself in a few years.

Far from my West Coast beginnings, I have made a com
mitment to working with clay. Making pots is no different 
than doing a nine-to-five job, but it is not enough to be 
committed to the act of making things. If communicating 
ideas is important to the individual, then it will show in the 
work. Making pots is all about communication.

Recipes

Stoneware Clay Body (Cone 10, reduction)
Custer Feldspar 5 parts
A.P. Green Fireclay........................................................  50
Cedar Heights Goldart Clay.......................................... 25
Cedar Heights Redart Clay ..........................................  5
Kentucky Ball Clay (OM 4) 25
Grog.................................................................................... .....5

115 parts
Wirk Carbon Trap Glaze (Cone 10, reduction)

Soda Ash............................................................................... 4.0%
Kona F-4 Feldspar 18.4
Nepheline Syenite..............................................................  45.0
Spodumene (ceramic grade) ...........................................  15.2
Edgar Plastic Kaolin ........................................................  2.4
Kentucky Ball Clay (OM 4)............................................  15.0

100.0%

Mason's Red Glaze (Cone 10, reduction)
Bone Ash 16.9%
Dolomite................................................................  9.3
Custer Feldspar...................................................................  60.4
Kentucky Ball Clay (OM 4)............................................. 5.6
Flint.......................................................................................  7.8

100.0%
Add: Red Iron Oxide..................................................  7.8%

Thrown jar, 18 inches in height,
altered, sandblasted glaze, by Chris Gustin.



Zinc Borate in Oxidation Glazes
by Barbara Tipton

As A raw material only recently available to ceramists, 
zinc borate* seems to offer possibilities as a principal or 
auxiliary flux at high temperatures. Its first mention in CM 
for producing Cone 4-6 Bristol-type glazes (see “Zinc Borate 
and the Bristol Glaze” by Walt Diffley, January 1981), 
prompted my own tests at Cones 6-9, and resulted in some 
useful recipes.

Zinc borate is predominantly boron, a very powerful flux 
with potential for bright response to colorants. A high con
centration of boron often lends a milky opalescence to glazes 
and may also result in mottling of colors. When added to 
glazes in small amounts, boron may lower the coefficient of 
expansion, thus reducing the possibility of crazing. Zinc, too, 
is a strong flux when added to glazes in small amounts (up 
to 2%), but paradoxically in larger proportions (3% or more) 
it is refractory and (particularly if alumina is present) an 
opacifier. Zinc also affects color, brightening blues from cop
per in oxidation, and muddying iron and chrome. In high 
concentrations, and especially with titania, it may promote 
crystalline development.

If zinc and boron are not combined and instead are in
troduced as separate raw materials, zinc oxide and a boron 
compound (borax, colemanite, etc.), there are drawbacks. Most 
forms of boron are soluble; even colemanite (or Gerstley bor
ate) is slightly soluble, and may cause the glaze batch to 
flocculate. Additions of water are ineffective in curing this 
problem since the unfired glaze coating is likely to separate 
from the body, crack and, if fired, may crawl, or even “jump” 
off the pot. Uncalcined zinc oxide may also cause crawling 
in the glaze coating. Zinc borate seems to offer the advantages 
of zinc oxide and boron without the disadvantages. Fusion 
into zinc borate has rendered the zinc calcined and the boron 
insoluble.

In an effort to arrive at simply formulated recipes, varying 
amounts of nepheline syenite and flint were added to zinc
*Zinc borate (2ZnO-3B203-5H20) is available from Harwick Chemical Corporation, 
60 South Seiberling Street, Akron, Ohio 44305; from chemical supply houses in most 
cities; or consult your local ceramics supplier.

borate in a first series of tests. Most of these mixtures ran; 
by increasing the flint, a recipe was obtained that did not 
run, but which tended toward a slight orange peel. A small 
addition of whiting smoothed out the glaze and resulted in 
the following:

Bright Zinc Borate Glaze (Cone 6-8)
Whiting............................................................................... 9.1%
Zinc Borate......................................................................... 13.6
Nepheline Syenite..............................................................  45.5
Flint....................................................................................  31.8

100.0%

As another way to prevent the zinc borate, nepheline sy
enite and flint mixtures from running, a dry milled porcelain 
body (see “Oxidation Glazes for Porcelain” in the February
1982 CM) was added to 100 grams of the batch in increments 
of 10 grams to yield the following recipe:

Clay/Zinc Borate Glaze (Cone 6-8)
Zinc Borate......................................................................... 25.0%
Kona F-4 Feldspar.............................................................. 2.5
Nepheline Syenite..............................................................  43.3
Grolleg Kaolin.................................................................... 7.5
Tennessee Ball Clay (7) ....................................................  2.5
Flint....................................................................................  19.2

100.0%

Identical amounts of colorants were added to both the pre
ceding bases to compare color response: copper carbonate, 
2%; manganese dioxide, 6%; red iron oxide, 2%; and rutile, 
5%. Alumina is a known color inhibitor and, as expected, 
the clay-free Bright Zinc Borate Glaze exhibited the brighter 
colors; the Clay/Zinc Borate Glaze had more mottling.

In another series of tests zinc borate was added to 100 
grams of the dry milled porcelain body in 10% increments. 
One of the first tests yielded a decorative, crawled vitreous 
coating that bordered between slip and glaze:
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Crawled Slip/Glaze (Cone 6-8)
Zinc Borate............................................................................ 20%
Kona F-4 Feldspar................................................................. 12
Nepheline Syenite.................................................................  8
Grolleg Kaolin....................................................................... 36
Tennessee Ball Clay (7)........................................................  12
Flint ......................................................................................  12

100%
Applied thickly, this recipe separates and cracks as it dries 
(due to its high clay content), leaving a crawled, tightly fused 
surface on firing. To provide contrast between the porcelain 
body and the Crawled Slip/Glaze, colorants and commercial 
stains were added; 8% Gray Stain (Harshaw AM-463) is a 
favorite addition.

The remaining tests were based on the Bright Zinc Borate 
and Clay/Zinc Borate bases. One series was kept low in 
alumina because of this material’s effect on color response; 
in addition to brighter hues, a low alumina content is also 
necessary in producing macrocrystalline glazes. Though none 
of the tests yielded crystals, several results seemed promising 
(particularly an addition of 10% zinc oxide and 6% rutile to 
the Bright Zinc Borate Glaze), and might serve as the basis 
for further experimentation in that direction.

Raw clay-free glazes are extremely fragile, and may be 
easily damaged in handling; it may be necessary to add 
0.5-1.5% CMC gum to these recipes to toughen the raw 
coating.

Clay additions seem the best way of arriving at matt sur
faces when zinc borate is in the recipe. Barium will not act 
as a matting agent in glazes containing an appreciable amount 
of boron; even loading a glaze with barium is ineffective. The 
tests conducted with the two bases involved additions of zinc 
oxide, dolomite, barium, and substitutions of various feld
spars for the nepheline syenite. The following are the more 
successful recipes:

Zinc Borate/Dolomite Glaze (Cone 6-8)
Dolomite..........................................................................................  8%
Zinc Borate............................................................................. 23
Nepheline Syenite..................................................................  38
Flint........................................................................................  31

100%
Zinc Borate/Barium Glaze I (Cone 6-8)

Barium Carbonate.............................................................. 28.2%
Zinc Borate........................................................................  16.6
Custer Feldspar..................................................................  44.2
Flint.................................................................................... 11.0

100.0%
Zinc Borate/Barium Glaze II (Cone 6-8)

Barium Carbonate.............................................................. 30.7%
Zinc Borate........................................................................  9.1
Custer Feldspar..................................................................  48.2
Flint....................................................................................  12.0

100.0%

The previous three recipes are shiny, bright, fairly fluid glaz
es. Zinc Borate/Barium Glaze I should be applied fairly 
thinly; it tends to run more than Zinc Borate/Barium Glaze 
II, but is less likely to craze because of the higher amount 
of zinc borate. Both should offer interesting color response 
due to the low alumina/high barium content.
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Continued from Page 27

sion not to cover the show was sup
posedly because he didn’t like the work, 
but didn’t want to do any harm. Al
though Hilton Kramer may have in
tended silence as a fairer way out, the 
truth was that being ignored was the 
unkindest cut of all. Even a bad review 
means you are important enough to be 
noticed and gives you an argument to 
fight back against. The difference be
tween our world and the painters’ is: if 
Pete Voulkos had a show at the Hirsh- 
horn he probably would be so thrilled 
at the opportunity he wouldn’t give a 
damn who reviewed it.

Every serious artist understands the 
tremendous power of the New York press 
to undermine validity merely by con
signing an artist, or a movement, to 
oblivion. For this reason, the recent crit
ical reception of the exhibition of work 
by six California ceramic sculptors at 
the Whitney Museum in New York de
stroyed my Wonderland discovery fan
tasy forever.

The monumental failure of the New 
York press to understand even faintly 
what is going on in contemporary Amer
ican ceramics forced me to finally face 
up to the bitter truth: clay people must 
do the writing themselves. We need 
someone to do for us what Clem Green
berg, himself a painter, did for the ab
stract expressionists. He looked around, 
realized that what his friends were doing 
was important and ignored, then deter
mined to document from the inside and 
get it published on the outside. Not only 
was the Whitney show a total curatorial 
failure from the point of view of anyone 
in the ceramics field, it also revealed a 
lack of comprehension on the part of the 
most influential tastemakers in the 
American art world. The art establish
ment is just awakening to our existence. 
Our little clay renaissance needs a mid
wife.

On the plus side, I agreed with several 
points that were repeatedly made by the 
New York press. What amused me was 
the misplaced ruffling of feathers in the 
ceramics community. The shock waves 
seemed not to be directed at the critics’ 
heretical refusal to worship our saints, 
but rather at the laconic manner with 
which they burned our martyrs at the 
stake. The sharp jabs of the serious critic 
seemed like overkill to a ceramics world 
raised on epees tipped with adhesive.

Personally, I loved the way the New 
York press brought some common sense 
and gritty aesthetic perspective to bear 
on our flaccid, self-congratulatory con
stituency. Certainly their understanding 
of American ceramics is superficial, and 
the Whitney’s curators made no effort 
to assist them in deepening it. But I 
thought a lot of what they said was a 
breath of fresh air, akin to a critique 
with Dan Rhodes.

The New York critics have no sense 
of the brotherhood of suffering that links 
all those who work in any aspect of clay. 
They don’t care at all about the thou
sands of cracked seconds behind Voulkos 
platters, or the technical courage and 
physical stamina manifest in Robert 
Arneson’s large-scale work. This is as it 
should be. It is not the process, but the 
ideas communicated by the process, 
which matter to a critic. They don’t give 
A’s for effort in New York. This dis
missal of process (out of vogue in New 
York in recent years anyway) forced them 
to make Ken Price the darling of the 
show, as he was the only one whose ma
ture work was virtually devoid of ref
erence to process. The reasons for their 
enjoyment of “De Chirico’s Bathhouse” 
had nothing to do with its being executed 
in clay, and a lot to do with its reference 
to surrealism.

Now I am not a big David Gilhooly 
fan, but I was struck by the press’s dis
regard for his magnificently funny “Frog 
de Kooning with Cubist Pigeons.” An
noyed as the critics were at Arneson for 
daring to invoke Giacometti while pre
senting nothing more than a pop-realist 
rendering of his tract home, they did not 
even deign to comment on the Gilhooly 
work which was a really gentle (but 
pointed) satirical poke at those New York 
“high art” postures the ceramic world 
eschews. Unlike “De Chirico’s Bath
house” with its expressly reverential re
lationship to surrealism, “Frog de Koon
ing” dared to laugh at one of their icons, 
while at the same time it was an enor
mously successful translation of the 
painterly idiom into a three-dimensional 
medium. Were they annoyed at how well 
Gilhooly was able to bring it off—to in 
fact improve on some of the original 
models? Or did they choose to ignore 
this work because it so richly embodied 
the manner in which the ceramics sub
culture regards the dominant art cul
ture? As a brilliantly conceived nose- 
thumb, this sculpture was far more ef-
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through January 28, 1983 “Pattern: An 
Exhibition of the Decorated Surface” in
cludes ceramics by Wayne Bates, Bennett 
Bean, Harriet Bellows, Harvey Brody, Mau
reen Daniel-Ellis, Andrea Gill, Dorothy 
Hafner, Thomas Kerrigan, Susan Loftin, 
Phillip Maberry and Mamie Siegel; at the 
American Craft Museum II, International 
Paper Plaza, 77 West 45 Street.
December 1-January 14, 1983 An exhi
bition of contemporary British pottery with 
works by Geoffrey Swindell and John Ward; 
at Graham Gallery, 1014 Madison Avenue. 
December 2-January 1, 1983 “A Collec
tor’s Holiday,” small works by the gallery 
artists; at Elements Gallery, 90 Hudson 
Street.
December 4-January 4, 1983 “Columbia 
Visual Arts College Ceramic Faculty Ex
hibit,” recent work by Carole Armstrong, 
Randi Feldman, Richard Lafean, Rebecca 
Moy, Pat Saab and Catherine Rose White; 
at the Japan Interiors Gallery, 814 Lexing
ton Avenue.New York, Rochester through December 
31 “Small Works National ’82,” an exhi
bition of works within a 15-inch-square for
mat; at Zaner Gallery, 100 Alexander Street. 
New York, Scarsdale through January 5, 
1983 “A Craftsworks Celebration”; at 
Craftsman’s Gallery, 16 Chase Road.

Itinerary North Carolina, Asheville through De
cember 31 “Dolls of Appalachia,” an ex
hibition including ceramic works from the 
Appalachian region; at the Folk Art Center, 
Riceville Road, the Blue Ridge Parkway. North Carolina, Winston-Salem De
cember 11-January 23, 1983 A group ex
hibition including “Fantasies in Clay,” sculp
ture by Jan Havens; at the Southeastern 
Center for Contemporary Art, 750 Mar
guerite Drivet
Ohio, Cleveland through December 
31 “Art for the Holidays,” functional and 
nonfunctional works; at Kuban Galleries, 
2037 East 14 Street.
through December 31 “Clay Invitational 
1982”; at DBR Gallery, 13225 Shaker 
Square.
Ohio, Columbus through December
31 “Regents’ Art Series,” an exhibition of 
works by the faculty of Wittenberg Univer
sity, includes stoneware by Don Dunifon; at 
the Ohio Board of Regents, 3600 State Office 
Tower, 30 East Broad Street.
Ohio, Westerville through December 
31 A group exhibition including ceramics 
by Ding Denlinger; at Herndon House, 40 
Winter Street.Pennsylvania, Philadelphia through De
cember 5 “Intimate Spaces,” a traveling 
NCECA exhibition of works by 18 ceramic 
artists; at Penrose Gallery, Temple Univer
sity, Beech and Penrose Avenues, Elkins Park. 
through January 31, 1983 “Ban Chiang: 
Discovery of a Lost Bronze Age,” an exhi

bition of artifacts from 4000 to 200 B.C. found 
in Thailand including pottery and ceramic 
animals and rollers; at the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum.
Tennessee, Memphis through December 5 
“Berlin Porcelain”; at the Brooks Memorial 
Art Gallery, Overton Park.
Texas, Galveston December 3-26 A 
group exhibition including clay works by 
Danville Chadbourne and Cynthia J. Mil
ler; at Galveston Arts Center Gallery, 2127 
Strand.
Texas, Houston December 1-31 An ex
hibition of works by gallery artists includes 
pottery; at the Archway Gallery, 2517 Uni
versity.
Texas, San Antonio December 3-January 
5, 1983 “Fiber, Metal, Clay,” a group ex
hibition including ceramics by Paulina Van 
Bavel Kearney; at Objects Gallery, 4010 
Broadway.
Washington, Seattle December 2-26 A 
dual exhibition including ceramic sculpture 
by Richard Deutsch; at Foster/White Gal
lery, 311½ Occidental Avenue, South. Wisconsin, Wausau through December 5 
“The Contemporary American Potter: New 
Vessels”; at the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art 
Museum, 700 North 12 Street.

Fairs, Festivals and Sales
Arizona, Tempe December 3-5 “Hay

den’s Ferry Old Town Tempe Festival of the 
Please Turn to Page 66
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Comment
fective than Arneson’s amusing bust of 
Picasso, “Pablo Ruiz with Itch,” but no 
critic, to my knowledge, rose to the bait.

When it comes right down to it, the 
New York critics, like the ceramics es
tablishment itself, don’t have much per
spective on their shortcomings. The crit
ics’ attitude toward function, which 
mirrors that of the artists’ attitudes so 
aptly described by Grace Glueck, will 
not easily be opened up for reexami
nation by those who have these ideas 
about utility as aesthetic gospel.

Perhaps the critics ignored “Frog de 
Kooning” because they thought it v/as 
too obvious. More likely, they just didn’t 
think it was funny. They are, like us, 
both human and proud. Unlike us, 
though, they wield a lot of power. They 
are able to manipulate the market, how
ever unintentionally. They are an inte
gral part of the “Art Machine,” and in
directly control the financial destiny and 
reputational worth of most clay people 
who aspire to their world.

So ... if you are making conceptual 
pottery, or process pots with vessel ref
erence, or metaphorical vessels with 
sculptural or painterly intent, or even 
just plain low-down decorative art pots— 
and you can write—will you please come 
to the rescue of our ambiguous, amor
phous and challenging clay movement?

I have always suspected that Richard 
DeVore was such a person—ever since 
his article “Ceramics of Betty Wood
man” was published in Craft Horizons 
a few years ago (February 1978). That 
was the most brilliant expository essay 
on contemporary work I have yet had 
the pleasure of reading. DeVore illu
mined a body of pots which I have been 
watching develop for years and which I 
thought I understood fairly well. He 
placed this work in a larger cultural con
text than I could ever have done at the 
time, while bringing its formal devices 
within the realm of my slack conscious
ness in a thoroughly profound yet en
gagingly poetic manner. Richard, are you 
the Clem Greenberg of this clay move
ment? If not, will the person who is, 
please put pen to paper (or fingers to 
word processor) and get it out? The 
sooner the better, for all of us.
The author Amherst, Massachusetts, 
studio potter Harriet Cohen is currently 
working on (\painted red earthenware 
vessels with no sculptural intent *
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News & Retrospect
John Donoghue

Saint Louis, Missouri, ceramist John 
Donoghue recently presented a solo exhibi
tion of “archetypal vessels” at the Octagon 
Gallery of the Evanston (Illinois) Art Center.

71-inch earthenware vase
Among the plates and vases shown was this 
form, 11 inches in height, thrown earthen
ware, with white slip and brushed with ab
stract polychrome slip patterns.
Mark Eaton

Geometrically patterned stoneware plates 
and cone-shaped forms by California sculp
tor Mark Eaton were presented at Contem
porary Artisans Gallery in San Francisco 
earlier this year. Influenced by the artist’s 
surroundings in the Salinas Valley, this

Slip-decorated, 14-inch plate
lightly clear-glazed plate, approximately 14 
inches in diameter, was thrown and treated 
with earth-tone slips over wet paper stencils, 
then pressed from the bottom for an undu
lating surface.
Jun Kaneko Workshop

Ceramist Jun Kaneko of Cranbrook Acad
emy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, re
cently presented a workshop at Concordia 
University in Montreal. Beginning with a 
lecture on the ceramics he discovered in Cal
ifornia on arrival in 1963 from Japan, he 
stated that he had learned ceramics the 
“American way.” However, it wasn’t until he 
returned to Japan and absorbed the tradi

tional ceramic methods that he began to iden
tify his own direction.

Throughout the workshop Jun stressed 
that each individual must have the patience 
to find his own “energy charge.” Instead of 
wedging clay (wasting energy he would rath
er use more creatively), he prepared dem
onstration slabs by throwing the clay onto 
the sand-coated floor, then flattening them 
with his feet to the desired thickness; fluc
tuations in the surface were allowed. At home, 
Jun will cover the studio floor with slabs at 
the end of a day. When he returns the next 
morning, they are ready to cut and work. 
Similarly, when throwing a large plate, he

casional extra twist so that it wouldn’t get 
thinner at the edges where it was held. The 
ground itself was textured to prevent stick
ing.

After lunch, Jun concluded with a dis
cussion of his attitude toward working with 
clay, illustrating with slabs and cylinders the 
intuition and feelings involved in decision 
making. He showed how a cylinder looked in

pounded and slapped the clay to the right 
thickness and diameter so that he only had 
to center a large coil and throw the plate from 
there.

That evening, Jun presented a lecture on 
his work in clay, glass, textiles, photography, 
painting, stone and architecture. He is ready 
to try anything and believes that methods and 
techniques develop to follow an idea; but he 
emphasized that no matter what the medium 
or influences, it is absolutely necessary that 
the ideas be “digested” or synthesized by the 
individual.

On the second day, Jun showed slides of 
traditional Korean kiln sites and ancient 
methods employed by potters there. He noted 
that in many cases they no longer remember 
why the clay is handled in a certain way, 
because it’s been done that way for centuries. 
If we looked at what was happening to the 
clay, however, there was always a definite 
reason for each movement. For example, to 
form long rectangular slabs the potter would 
hold a piece of flattened clay with both hands 
and flop it rhythmically on the ground. As 
the slab became longer, it was given an oc-

Jun illustrating construction decisions
one position in relation to a slab, and how 
the feeling of space changed each time he 
moved the cylinder or added another element. 
Each decision was weighed carefully before 
any action was taken. If a large coil fell as 
he was carrying it, he looked at the way it 
fell and observed the subtle changes taking 
place as it dried. Text: Kit Griffin, photos: 
Serge Morache.
Fired with Wood

Featuring works by ten contemporary 
American ceramists together with Japanese 
pottery from the late Edo period (1716-1867), 
“Fired with Wood,” a recent show at the 
Craftsmen’s Gallery in Omaha, brought to
gether the old and new, traditional and non- 
traditional, functional and nonfunctional.

Wood-fired pottery often has a rugged sur
face texture and natural ash glaze, rich in 
warm tones. A 2400°F firing can last any
where from 10 hours to several days, during 
which stoking is continual and swirling mol
ten ash lands haphazardly upon the pottery 
within. Results are as varied as the possible 
combinations of elements: the type of clay, 
the placement in the kiln, the kind and 
amount of wood burned, and the variation 
in the intensity of the flame.

In conjunction with the exhibition, studio 
artists Paul Chaleff (Pine Plains, New York) 
and Steve Dennis (Nordham, Idaho) con
ducted a 2-day workshop on firing with wood.

Having just returned from Japan where 
he worked for three months at the studio of

Continued

You are invited to send news and photo
graphs about people, places or events of 
interest. We will be pleased to consider 
them for publication in this column. Mail 
submissions to: News and Retrospect, 
Ceramics Monthly, Box 12448, Colum
bus, Ohio 43212.

Slab plate with thrown coil rim
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Arts”; at Mill Avenue Merchants Associa
tion, 520 South Mill Avenue.Arizona, Tucson December 3-4 “TMA 
Art League Holiday Craft Fair,” an exhi
bition and sale; at the Tucson Museum of 
Art, 140 North Main Avenue.Connecticut, New Canaan through De
cember 24 “Annual Christmas Exhibition 
and Sale” by members of the Silvermine Guild 
Center for the Arts; at the Silvermine Guild 
Galleries, 1037 Silvermine Road.

Itinerary Florida, Fort Lauderdale December 
11-12 “7th Annual Christmas in the Park 
Art Festival” of the Broward Art Guild; at 
Holiday Park.
Florida, Miami December 3-5 “Ceramic 
League Fair”; at Tropical Park, 7900 South
west 40 Street.Georgia, Atlanta December 17-19 “Clay- 
work s Second Annual Christmas Open 
House”; at Clay work, 1131 Euclid Avenue, 
Northeast.
Maryland, Columbia through December 
18 “A Gift of Art,” a multimedia sale; at 
the Visual Art Center Gallery, Long Reach 
Village Center, 6100 Foreland Garth.

Maryland, Garrett Park December 
3-5 The Montgomery Potters “27th An
nual Show and Sale”; at Garrett Park Town 
Hall, 10814 Kenilworth Avenue. 
Minnesota, Minneapolis December 4 A 
sale of work by 26 area craftspersons; at By 
Design, Lumber Exchange Building, 10 
South Fifth Street.
New Jersey, Moorestown December
1-5 “Perkins Center for the Arts Fourth 
Annual Craft Show and Sale”; at Kings 
Highway and Camden Avenue.New York, New York December 10-12 
“Holiday Studio Sale,” functional and dec
orative stoneware, raku and terra cotta by 
James Johnston, Patrick Loughran, Liz Ru- 
dey, Cristina Salusti and Rick Starr; at 16 
East 18 Street.New York, Rye through December 
13 “Craftsman’s Holiday Sale”; at Rye Art 
Center Gallery, 51 Milton Road.North Carolina, Winston-Salem De
cember 4-5 “The Crafters Holiday Arts and 
Crafts Show”; at Winston Square, Sawtooth 
Building, South Marshall Street.
Ohio, Columbus December 2-5 “Win- 
terfair”; at the Bricker Multipurpose Build
ing, Ohio State Fairgrounds.
December 11-12 “A Colonial Christmas,” 
a multimedia sale; at Veterans Memorial, new 
North Hall, 300 West Broad Street.Ohio, Medina December 17-19 “Win- 
terfair—Northern Ohio”; at the Medina 
County Community Center, Medina County 
Fairgrounds.Pennsylvania, Philadelphia December 
3-5 Annual Christmas pottery sale by res
ident artists; at Clay Studio, 49 North Second 
Street.Pennsylvania, Wallingford December
3-5 Annual holiday show and sale by the 
Potters Guild of the Community Arts Cen
ter; at the Arts Center, 414 Plush Mill Road.

Workshops
Connecticut, Brookfield January 22-23, 
1983 “Craft Directions in the ’80s,” a sem
inar designed to help craftspersons plan their 
careers and business operations. Fee: $75, 
includes meals. Contact: Jack Russell, 
Brookfield Craft Center, Box 122, Brookfield 
06804; or call: (203) 775-4526. Connecticut, Middletown January 10-14, 
1983 “Pushing the Limits” with Chris 
Gustin, will focus on the aesthetics of design. 
For intermediate and advanced potters. Fee: 
$115. For further information contact: Me
lissa Schilke, Wesleyan Potters, 250 South 
Main Street, Middletown 06457; or call: 
(203) 347-5925.
Florida, Orlando January 29, 1983 The 
American Crafts Council Southeast Regional 
Assembly Winter Workshops will include 
“Single Slab Construction” with Don 
McCance. For further information contact: 
Valencia Community College, Box 3028, Or
lando 32802; or call: (305) 299-5000. 
Georgia, Atlanta January 7-8, 1983 A 
session with Paul Soldner will include slide 
lecture, demonstration, kiln building and fir
ing. Fee: $35 for two days, $20 for one. For 
further information and registration contact: 
Glenn Dair, Callanwolde Art Center, 980

Continued
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Shigeyoshi Morioka, Paul presented a slide 
lecture on Japanese throwing techniques 
(from the Karatsu area), special tools, pot
teries and kiln sites, as well as discussing the 
construction and firing of his own anagama 
kiln at his Pine Plains studio. Characteristic 
of his wood-fired vessels shown in the ex-
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Paul Chaleff’s wood-fired ware
hibition are these thrown stoneware forms, 
the largest approximately 22 inches in height. 
Firing his 30-foot-long, 600-cubic-foot kiln 
takes about six days, consuming ten tons of 
oak, maple and pine.

Steve uses both wheel and slab-building 
techniques. During the workshop he threw 
and assembled large vessels, and talked about 
the pros and cons of wood—regarding time 
and energy, the cost of wood versus gas, and 
types of wood. Text: Jacquie Hoth, photo: 
Lumir.
Ginny Conrow

Thrown and altered porcelain bowls and 
vases by Washington studio potter Ginny 
Conrow were exhibited recently at the Ston- 
ington Gallery in Seattle. “I am intrigued 
with curves,” Ginny commented, “the ones 
the potter throws that are the pot itself, the 
possibilities for changing the form within or 
at the edge, and the shadow areas created by 
these alterations.” Folded forms such as this

Folded bowl with copper red glaze
copper red bowl, 15 inches in diameter, re
duction fired to Cone 10, are dipped into a 
crackle or colored glaze that breaks on the 
edges “to accentuate the movement.”
Gudrun Klix

Two installation sculptures by ceramist 
Gudrun Klix were presented in a recent fac
ulty exhibition at the University of Tasman
ia, Hobart, Australia. With slip-cast, water-

colored “rocks,” the artist exploited particular 
properties of clay—lightness, fragility and 
plasticity—an apparent paradox to those 
properties of actual stones. She chose to use 
rock forms as telling yardsticks by which to 
judge the mutability of humankind. Man’s 
objects, together with organic, mutable mat
ter, are set against clay rocks in sculptural 
confrontations. For “Suspension,” approxi-

“Suspension”
mately 8 feet in length, a group of slip-cast, 
low-fired branches and twigs were piled and 
partially buried in an oval of gray sand. Gud
run explained that the white fired clay is 
symbolic of death. Around the oval’s perim
eter, a series of rock forms stood as sentinels; 
while above, a dome of rocks was suspended 
to symbolize both funereal and celestial as
pects. Text: Jonathan Holmes.
Coffee and Tea in Vermont

Teapots, coffeepots, mugs, cups/saucers, 
and tea sets were featured in the recent “Cof
fee and Tea in Clay” exhibition at the Ver
mont State Craft Center at Frog Hollow in 
Middlebury. “I was looking for pots that have 
a strong sense of form, surface and color,” 
noted juror Chris Gustin, Boston University 
Program in Artisanry ceramics instructor. 
“The strongest pots in the show are the ones 
that take risks and demand responses, wheth
er functional or nonfunctional.”

Traditional cups and saucers by Anne L. 
Smith, Boston, were “individualized” by fo
cusing “on developing a richness of surface, 
employing pattern, color and texture.” These

Anne L. Smith's cups and saucers
porcelain forms were painted with glaze and 
wax-resist designs. “One of my primary con
cerns,” Anne observed, “is the element of rit
ual and its relevance to our daily lives. 
Drinking vessels . . . could enhance the fa-

Continued
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Briarcliff Road, Northeast, Atlanta 30306; 
or call: (404) 874-9351.
Idaho, Sun Valley January 10-28, 
1983 A three-week workshop on throwing, 
glazing and firing with Clary Illian. For fur
ther information contact: Ceramics Depart
ment, Sun Valley Center, Box 656, Sun Val
ley 83353; or call: (208) 622-3539.
Illinois, Chicago January 15-16, 1983 A 
technical glaze workshop with Richard Zak
in. For information contact: Kristin Poole, 
Lill Street Gallery, 1021 West Lill Street, 
Chicago 60614; or call: (312) 248-4414.

Itinerary New Hampshire, Concord January 11- 
15, 1983 “League of New Hampshire 
Craftsmen Seminar ’83” will include “Ce
ramic Containers” with Byron Temple; and 
“Design for Crafts” with John Steiner. For 
further information contact: Seminar ’83, 
League of New Hampshire Craftsmen, 205 
North Main Street, Concord 03301; or call: 
(603) 224-3375.New York, New York December 14 A
conference on developing apprenticeships in 
crafts. For further information and registra
tion contact: City of New York Department 
of Cultural Affairs, 2 Columbus Circle, New 
York 10019; or call: (212) 974-1150.

January 23 and 30, or February 11 and 18, 
1983 “Forming Clay/Forming Yourself,” a 
session with Sibilla Marelli.
January 24-28, 1983 A hands-on work
shop with Chris Gustin on basic geometric 
shapes stacked and combined to form func
tional pottery. Fee: $125 includes materials 
and admission to slide lecture (January 24); 
firing charges not included. For further in
formation on these events contact: Janet 
Bryant, 92nd Street YM/YWHA Art Cen
ter, 1395 Lexington Avenue, New York 
10028; or call: (212) 427-6000, extension 172. 
North Dakota, Grand Forks December 
9 “The Art of Photographing Art” with 
Robert Nugent will cover techniques for pro
ducing professional-quality photographs of 
two- and three-dimensional works with 35mm 
and 4x5 view camera format. For infor
mation contact: Nancy Monsebroten, Uni
versity Craft Center, University of North 
Dakota, Grand Forks 58202; or call: (701) 
777-3979.

International Events
Belgium, Ghent through December 19 
“Sculptures de Terre,” an exhibition of ce
ramic works by 17 contemporary French art
ists; at Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Jan Brey- 
delstraat 5900.Canada, Ontario, Toronto through De
cember 4 An exhibition of decorated, func
tional earthenware works by Walter Ostrom; 
at Prime Canadian Crafts, 229 Queen Street, 
West.
through December 8 “Fabrication—Mul
timedia” includes ceramics by Carole Milon, 
Ann Mortimer and Jane Wilson; at the Ta- 
tay Gallery, 101 Niagara Street, Suite 200C. England, Aberystwyth through Decem
ber 18 “Crafts for Christmas;” at Abery
stwyth Arts Centre, Penglais.
England, London through January 16,
1983 An exhibition of stoneware and metal 

jewelry by Wendy Ramshaw; at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, Cromwell Road, South 
Kensington.England, Newport through December 
18 “South Wales Potters”; at the Newport 
Museum and Art Gallery.
England, Stoke-on-Trent, Hanley
through December 11 “Stonewares and 
Stonechinas of North England to 1851”; at 
the Stoke-on-Trent City Museum, Bethesda 
Street.France, Caen through December 20 
“10 Annees Raku,” a retrospective of works 
by C. Virot; at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, 
Remparts du Chateau de Caen.
France, Paris through January 16, 1983 
“Le festin et l’art” (The Banquet and the 
Art), an environment showing ceremonial ob
jects used for banquet decoration; at Le Lou
vre des Antiquaires, 2 Place du Palace-Royal. 
France, Saint-Remy-de-Provence 
through January 15, 1983 An exhibition of 
ceramics by Jean-Frangois Fouilhoux; at 
Galerie Noella Gest, 5 Rue de la Commune. 
West Germany, Rhineland-Pfalz, Ludwig- shafen through January 16, 1983 An ex
hibition of ceramic works by Aage Birck, 
Heidi Guthmann-Birck, Gunnar Palander 
and Peder Rasmussen of the Danish group 
Multi Mud; at Wilhelm Hack Museum, 
Berliner Strasse 23.
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miliar coffee break by giving special attention 
to the accessories of such a ritual.”

White earthenware teapots by Frank 
Gatchell, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, were “in
spired by various childhood fantasies and a 
futuristic version of baroque and rococo”

News & Retrospect

Frank GatchelVs “Space Teapot”
forms. “Space Teapot,” approximately 16 
inches in length, was handbuilt and slip cast, 
treated with underglazes, clear glaze and lus
ters. Photos: Eric Borg.
Five Traditional Approaches

New work by studio potters Tom Coleman 
(Canby, Oregon), Angelo Garzio (Manhat
tan, Kansas), Warren MacKenzie (Stillwa
ter, Minnesota), David Shaner (Bigfork, 
Montana) and Tom Turner (Akron, Ohio) 
was presented in “Traditional Approaches to 
Porcelain and Stoneware” at Gallery Eight

Tom Coleman s porcelain plate
in La Jolla, California, through October 30. 
Shown from the exhibition is Tom’s cut-edge 
plate, approximately 16 inches in diameter, 
porcelain, with white Chun glaze and brushed 
oxide decoration. Photo: Rick Paulson.
Prehistoric Indian Pottery

“Of Sky and Earth,” an exhibition of ap
proximately 150 prehistoric Southeastern 
Indian objects, was presented at the High

Continued
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Museum of Art in Atlanta through Novem
ber 28. Drawn from 17 museum collections, 
these artifacts were discovered 40-100 years 
ago and represent the Mississippian cultures 
(A.D. 700-1600) that preceded the Chero
kee, Creek, Choctaw and Seminole tribes.

News & Retrospect

Early Mississippian duck effigy
Among the clay figures shown was this ex
cised duck effigy, 13 inches in height, from 
the Weeden Island (Florida) culture, early 
Mississippian period.

SECCA Invitational
Twelve ceramists were among the 25 re

gional artisans invited to participate in the 
annual fall crafts show at the Southeastern 
Center for Contemporary Art (SECCA) in 
Winston-Salem through November 28.

Barry Rhodes’s Ascension Bowl”
Shown from the exhibition is a bowl, 10 inches 
in diameter, from a series of “Ascension” ves
sels by Barry Rhodes, Atlanta. Other clay 
artists represented in the invitational were 
Wayne Bates, Murray, Kentucky; Cynthia 
Bringle, Penland, North Carolina; Molly 
Cowgill, Richmond, Virginia; Jamie Davis,
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Pickens, South Carolina; Jinny De Paul, Vi
enna, Virginia; Jose Dovis, Exmore, Virgin
ia; Jean-Pierre Hsu, Berkeley Springs, West 
Virginia; Ron Propst, Winston-Salem; Tom 
Suomalainen, Walnut Cove, North Carolina; 
Tom Turner, Akron, Ohio (formerly from 
Lake Mary, Florida); and Lynne Alexander, 
Greensboro, North Carolina.

Yves Louis-Seize
“Noir vs. Black,” an exhibition of vapor- 

glazed stoneware by Yves Louis-Seize (St. 
Simon, Quebec) was shown recently at In
teraction, a new cooperative ceramics gallery 
in Montreal. On display were thrown vases

28-inch vapor-glazed bowl
and bowls, such as this form, 28 inches in 
diameter. Large-area vessels were employed 
to emphasize the gestural graffiti incised or 
pressed onto the surfaces. All the forms were 
painted with pure oxides, fired to Cone 6 
reduction and vapor glazed, resulting in matt 
finishes from charcoal to deep black. Photo: 
Charlotte Rosshandler.

Mary Rogers
A solo exhibition of porcelain and stone

ware by British ceramist Mary Rogers was 
presented recently at the Craftsmen Potters

21/2-inch porcelain bowls
Shop in London. Among the porcelain ob
jects shown were these handbuilt bowls, each 
approximately 2½ inches in diameter. “Be
fore 1970, I worked entirely in handbuilt 
stoneware,” Mary commented. “Then I found 
myself drawn toward the delicacy and trans-

Continuea
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lucency of porcelain, and this absorbed me 
for the next ten years.” Also from the exhi-

News & Retrospect

Mary Rogers’s stoneware vessel
bition are this stoneware vessel, 6 inches in 
height, and the stoneware forms, below, ap
proximately 5½ inches and 12 inches in 
height. “Now I am working equally with both 
materials, attempting to explore their very

Handbuilt stoneware forms
different qualities, although I am beginning 
to suspect that the greater range and scale 
of sculptural forms possible with stoneware 
clays may absorb me completely for some 
time.”
Lynn Smiser Bowers

Functional and decorative stoneware and 
porcelain by Lynn Smiser Bowers, Kansas
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City, Missouri, were featured at the Okla
homa Art Center in Oklahoma City through 
November 21. Working as a studio potter for 
the past seven years, Lynn often draws “lots 
of ideas and variations on paper, before 
throwing. Once I am prepared mentally, then 
things can happen spontaneously at the wheel 
because of the nature of the clay. Certain 
forms need to be in porcelain, such as tall 
baskets that fold and bend in funny ways 
because of the body’s buttery consistency. 
Stoneware wants to become cookware or some 
large object that is joined together.”

Recently she has placed “emphasis on al
tering the pots. I immediately work on the 
freshly thrown pot before any drying. This 
allows the clay to softly fold, open and bend, 
retaining the fresh-thrown quality. Usually 
I prefer not to decorate these forms, just ap
plying a clear or white glaze. The form is 
dominant and the eye is not distracted with 
noisy decoration. My teapots (such as this 
crackle-glazed form, 10 inches in height, por-

Throiun porcelain teapot with clay inserts
celain, with clay inserts) follow this same 
philosophy since the shape is so active with 
the spout, handle, lugs and lid. I usually shy 
away from brushwork and just leave the pot 
glazed in one color.”

Yet “platters and plates are exempt from 
that philosophy. These large, round spaces 
call out to be filled.” On this 17-inch, thrown

7 7-inch carved porcelain platter
and carved porcelain platter, the clear crackle 
glaze and brushwork were sprayed with ox-
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ides before reduction firing. “I have a palette 
of five colors for brushwork and airbrush 
stenciling,” Lynn explained, “and am always 
searching for new glaze ideas. Lately, I have 
used a triaxial blend of three old glaze recipes 
and have made some new discoveries. I ex
periment a lot. Every kiln includes a batch 
of test tiles.” Photos: Lynn Smiser Bowers.

Steve Gamza
Smoked and fumed slip-decorated vessels 

by Steve Gamza, artist-in-residence at Pen- 
land School of Crafts (North Carolina), were 
exhibited at Incorporated Gallery in New 
York City through November 24. Assembled 
with parts handbuilt and thrown from a 
stoneware body mixed with 30-40 percent 
grog to reduce thermal shock, forms such as 
this, 15 inches in height, were bisque fired

News & Retrospect

15-inch smoked and fumed form
up to Cone 02, then treated with repeated 
polychrome slip patterns, painted or air- 
brushed through stencils. Some areas were 
also covered with polyurethane resin or pe
troleum jelly for more carbon saturation dur
ing the subsequent sawdust firing. Occasion
ally packed in sawdust saturated with a 
fuming agent such as potassium dichromate, 
the vessels were smoked individually in a 55- 
gallon drum fitted with ½-inch brass tubing 
to control air intake and permit metallic ox
ides and sulfides to be sprayed with an at
omizer into the chamber. The barrel was 
drilled with four rows of five holes spaced 
equally around the outside, so that the tubing 
could be utilized to fume specific areas as the 
sawdust burned down around the form.

Steve started working with fuming when 
he became tired of glazing, “putting a light- 
reflecting jacket on” his vessels. “Smoke and 
fumes put a skin on, draw the viewer into 
the surface.” He approaches each form as a

“canvas in the round,” planning on the smoke 
breaking up the slip patterns. “Objects ap
pear, disappear and reappear again, giving 
a certain vitality to the work. It’s a matter 
of being in control of pattern, while allowing 
smoke to make changes—controlled unpre
dictability.”

Amy Estrin
“Being Fat in America,” an installation 

reflecting “advertising’s commands of what 
we’re supposed to do for acceptance by so
ciety,” was presented recently by Oregon cer
amist Amy Estrin at the Portland Museum 
of Art as her thesis exhibition for a B.F.A. 
degree at the Pacific Northwest College of

“Table” with stoneware and handmade paper settings
Art. The “table” was set with majolica-glazed 
stoneware and handmade paper on a stan
dard double bed, spray painted white. Four 
place settings—“The Dress that Ate N.Y.C.,” 
“Ruben’s Dancing Women,” “Miss America, 
Our Ideal (Miss Out of State),” and the 
title precursor “Being Fat in America”—

“Being Fat in America
surrounded a three-layer ceramic cake. 
Women were (and sometimes still are) “judged 
by how well they set a table,” the artist ob
served.

Jeannet Veltman-Gaastra
Ceramic sculpture “speculating about 

cosmic life” by Jeannet Veltman-Gaastra 
(Overschild, The Netherlands) was exhib-
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ited recently at Galeria Tolmo in Toledo, 
Spain. “As life outside the earth, if existent, 
is not likely to have developed the same forms 
as earthly ones, I try to create forms of life

Dutch artist Jeannet Veltman-Gaastra
that may be found on other planets, but have 
little or nothing in common with the ones we 
all know,” Jeannet commented. “The most 
recent sculptures have evolved toward forms 
that can be perceived as creatures in which 
the senses we are familiar with seem to be 
emphasized.”
Picasso Ceramics in San Francisco

Decorated with images derived from hu
man and animal forms, 20 ceramic objects 
attributed to Pablo Picasso were exhibited at 
Pasquale Iannetti Art Gallery in San Fran
cisco through September 17. Through the 
function and low price of household pottery 
produced in Vallauris, France, between 1946 
and 1973, Picasso purposed to make his art 
available to the public.

There are three types of Picasso ceramics: 
“Edition Picasso,” “Empreinte Originale” and 
“Poincons Originaux de Picasso.” Marked

“Woman” pitcher from an edition of 100
the 74th out of an edition of 100, this 1961 
pitcher, “Woman,” 12 inches in height, is one
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of the “Edition Picasso” pots made after de
signs by Picasso and under his supervision. 
Although some of this type are unnumbered 
(as is “Visage Barbu,” below, approximately 
12 inches in height, earthenware with en-

“Visage Barbu”
gobes, 1953), the editions were usually no 
larger than 500. An “Empreinte Originale,” 
or ceramic print, is usually a plate formed 
from a plaster mold made by Picasso. Slabs 
of soft clay were pressed onto the mold, re
sulting in an intaglio-like print, in editions 
up to 200. “Poincons Originaux de Picasso” 
(original stamp of Picasso), is the artist’s own 
mark (Picasso rarely signed his ceramics) on 
the back of the small tiles that were done 
mainly during the two years prior to his death. 
Text: Maureen Wong.
Jo Kirschenbaum

A recent solo exhibition of crystalline- and 
oil-spot-glazed porcelain vessels by Jo 
Kirschenbaum (Shaker Heights, Ohio) was 
featured at the Artful Hand in Orleans, 
Massachusetts. Saturated with iron oxide, 
the oil spot glaze on this basket, 10½ inches 
in diameter, thrown and altered, yields sil-

Oil-spot-glazed, basket
ver crystals on a black background. Jo noted 
that the exhibited forms were “influenced by 
the arts of Persia and the Orient with special

Continued
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7-inch-diameter porcelain bowl
7 inches in diameter, black slip shadows were 
applied to emphasize the trailing and to vis
ually unify the inner and outer surfaces.

Kathie Regan
Thrown and altered porcelain by founding 

member Kathie Regan was featured at the 
Clay Studio in Philadelphia earlier this year. 
Contrasting the smoky earthiness of earlier 
raku work, the exhibited forms were treated 
with trailed slip and celadon glaze to accent 
the fluidity of the clay. On this bowl,

News & Retrospect
emphasis on Korean teabowls and vases of 
the Yi and Koryo Periods.” Glazed and fired 
in an electric kiln to 2350°F, the ware was 
soaked for 20 minutes at 2250°F to promote 
crystalline growth.

London Clay Artists Show
Slab figures by Ruth Franklin, earthen

ware musical instruments by Neil Ions, raku 
vessels by Dave Roberts and handbuilt oval 
stoneware pots by John Ward were exhibited 
recently at the Craftsmen Potters Shop in 
London. Characteristic of Holmfirth potter

Dave Roberts’s coil-built raku vessel
Dave Roberts’s large-scale, coil-built works, 
the vase above, 18 inches in height, empha
sizes “simplicity of form, and a fascination 
with and control over surface incident arising 
from the raku firing process. Although I love 
English domestic ware, I identify particu
larly with the formal concerns of low-fire, 
coil-building traditions of pre-Columbian 
America, historic Pueblo and northwest Af-
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'ica. I like the slow, gentle rhythms and feei
ng of volume involved in coil building.” 

Living in London, Ruth Franklin notes 
hat “my ideas come from society, and my 
vork is concerned with expressing environ- 
nental conditions and eccentricities of urban 
ife that intrigue and amuse me.” Figures 
iuch as “Lady at Cafe,” 18 inches in height,

Ruth Franklin’s “Lady at Cafe”
icrylic-painted white earthenware with wood 
md plastic, are often adapted from drawings 
)f people. Ruth considers “sculpture and 
irawing an extension of each other and I 
lave always aimed to unite the two.” Some 
)f her slab forms are joined together when 
eather hard; others are assembled with nuts 
md bolts, with screws into wood or plastic 
md with glue after the single firing to 1120° C 
;2048°F).
feanee Redmond

“Working with traditional methods of 
;howcasing pots (even the basic way of show- 
ng off a cup—the saucer),” Jeanee Red- 
nond, visiting ceramics instructor at Ohio 
Jniversity in Athens, referred to mantels, 
loth-covered tables and wall-mounted shelves 
n developing the polychrome-patterned 
iculptural vessels recently exhibited at the 
Dverlook Gallery of the Southeastern Center 
or Contemporary Art in Winston-Salem.

‘Champagne and Shrimp Cups and Saucers”
\mong the objects shown were “Champagne 
md Shrimp Cups and Saucers,” approxi- 
nately 10 inches in height, slab-built white-

Continued
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News & Retrospect
ware, with layers of pastel stains, oxides, slips 
and glazes over wax resist, fired to Cone 6. 
Many of the patterns, applied to accent the 
“personality of the vessels,” were influenced 
by fabrics seen during European travels, par
ticularly in Italy.

Rene Murray
Brooklyn artist Rene Murray showed ce

ramics and tapestries at Atlantic Gallery in 
New York City earlier this year. The artist 
often rolls porcelain onto stoneware for

decorative effects on assembled, thrown, coiled 
and slab-built forms. Her “King and Queen” 
sculptures, each approximately 24 inches in 
height, were slab and coil built.
Livingston/von Wilken Zook

Collaborative work by Gervaise Living
ston and Peter von Wilken Zook was among 
the objects shown in the “Northern Califor
nia Crafts Exhibition” presented at the Men
docino Art Center earlier this year. Peter de
signs and throws the porcelain pots, then 
Gervaise decorates them with painted un
derglaze patterns reflecting their surround
ings on the Mendocino coast. This wild Pa-

Pacific iris vase
Pacific iris vase, 10 inches in height, was 
brushed with oxides and underglazes, clear 
glazed then fired to Cone 9 in a propane kiln.
Photo: Peter von Wilken Zook.
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Silicone Clay
by Darroll Clark

IMAGINE a clay that can be tied in a knot, woven, knitted, 
twisted and contorted without shrinking or cracking while 
drying. Plasticity in one stage and elasticity in the next allow 
working with delicate strands or retrieving an undercut form 
from a one-piece mold.

A recent experiment with silicone rubber sealant squeezed 
onto a ceramic form before salt firing proved that there is

enough SiO in the adhesive to oxidize and make it refractory. 
During firing the sealant shriveled a little and became porous 
from vacating hydrocarbons, but retained its basic shape— 
even a very fine glue thread on top of the sealant drop re
mained intact.

Acting on these results, it seemed reasonable that the ad
hesive and clay also could be combined to make a refractory

Left Though silicone clay loses plasticity 
in about 15 minutes, extruded coils 
remain elastic until fired—as 
demonstrated by their ability even to be 
knitted.

Detail of fired silicone clay. The author 
advises slow firing and a Cone 4 bisque 
to retain maximum body strength.
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material with the characteristics of both. To test the theory, 
I filled a small jar with a dry blend of the following clay:

Porcelain Body (Cone 8-10)
Potash Feldspar.....................................................................  25%
Ball Clay...............................................................................  16
Kaolin.................................................................................... 45
Flint ......................................................................................  14

100%
Trying not to get the glue on the sides of the jar, I squeezed 
in Dow Corning clear silicone rubber sealant. The ratio of 
glue to clay was approximately 1:1 by weight. After shaking

In a 1:1 ratio (by weight) silicone sealant is added to dry 
clay, then shaken, stirred, dumped on a clay-dusted paper 
and kneaded, sometimes pulling it like taffy. The silicone 
sealant fluxes most clay bodies one cone sooner.

the jar to dust the glue with porcelain, the mixture was 
stirred, dumped onto a clay-dusted sheet of paper and knead
ed (sometimes pulling it like taffy). Before hardening, the 
resultant silicone clay was pinched into a thin-walled pot 
which I was able to carry in my front pocket without damage.

Not knowing the effect of escaping gases on pots or people, 
I decided to fire this test recipe by itself, outside, with plenty 
of ventilation. In a small kiln heated with a propane torch, 
the first firing was unsuccessful because bubbles from the 
rapidly escaping gases bloated the clay. The gases also caught 
fire and burned, causing even more bloating and flaking. 
Examination of the pot after the aborted firing showed that 
there is a stage before sintering when the clay is very fragile 
since the adhesive qualities terminate early in the firing.

A second attempt to fire the silicone clay was a success, 
this time using a regular bisque schedule and an electric kiln. 
During the firing, however, a whitish smoke streamed from 
the peephole and a residue of powdery white ash coated the 
kiln inside. The ash can be removed with some effort, but 
the effects, if any, on the kiln elements are not yet determined. 
In subsequent slower firings of well-cured clay there often 
was no smoke or noticeable ash residue.

Even though there is no shrinkage from the plastic to the 
cured state, silicone-clay forms will shrink somewhat during 
firing, depending on the clay body used in conjunction with 
the glue. Also the fluxing action of the glue significantly

lowers a clay body’s maturation temperature; slumping oc
curs at Cone 8 with the porcelain mixture. Still this clay, 
which is as soft as blackboard chalk at bisque temperatures, 
becomes very dense and hard at mid-range temperatures.

There are a variety of potential applications for this rub
berlike clay, but it costs in the dollars-per-pound range in
stead of cents-per-pound. Other limitations include a strong 
vinegar-like odor (acetic acid) during curing, and the need 
(by some) for gloves to prevent skin irritation.

Working with mold soap and a powdering of clay on my 
hands to “avoid repeated or prolonged skin contact” as the 
manufacturer recommends, I extruded the silicone clay into 
fine threads; after curing, the threads were knitted. The re
sulting “fabric” could be used in conjunction with any of the 
different stages of regular clay: inlaid or pressed into moist 
clay for texture, as a connection between two segments, or 
merely wrapped around a form and tied into place. Strands 
of silicone clay could also be used to sew thin slabs together; 
the chance of breakage is lessened if the silicone clay is not 
stretched.

The cured clay’s flexibility also suggests numerous pos
sibilities in the use of molds. For example, you could put the 
silicone clay in a mold and stretch it before curing, or stretch 
it to some degree afterward by securing it between two pre
viously fired segments of the proposed work. This elastic 
quality would also allow some undercutting, permitting more 
detail retrieval.

As with latex (see CM, March 1980), the silicone clay can 
be used as a mold by forming it around an object, then peeling 
it off in one piece after curing. Two main advantages are 
that it cures faster, allowing the artist to make impressions 
in regular moist clay within minutes, plus a silicone clay 
mold can later be fired.

When using the silicone clay in molds or in making molds, 
however, one has to apply some type of separator, as the 
sealant is extremely hard to remove once it has adhered to 
an object. I have utilized mold soap with success, but test 
before working with the silicone clay in a valuable mold or 
found object.

For contrasting colors, the silicone clay can easily be tinted 
by mixing oxides or stains with the original clay body. It is 
also possible to combine the sealant with a dry glaze batch; 
silicone glaze bits could then be sprinkled onto a normal wet 
glaze, or extruded glaze strands could be knitted and placed 
on a pot to melt into another glaze.

No longer limited by the brittle characteristics of dried clay 
and glazes, other ceramists should find this flexible medium 
to be an interesting opportunity for experimentation.

The author Darroll Clark main
tains a studio in Ashland, Oregon.
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New Books
The Thames and Hudson Manual of Stoneware and Porcelain
by David Hamilton
Written for studio potters and experienced 
pottery students by the head of the ceramics 
department at the Royal College of Art in 
London, this concise textbook includes chem
ical and physical analyses of materials; rec
ipes; forming methods illustrated with black- 
and-white photographs and drawings; dec
oration and firing techniques. Following an 
introductory outline on the development of 
high-fired ceramics worldwide, the manual 
describes efficient firing with available fuels 
in various types of kilns. The majority of the 
text discusses ingredients and characteristics 
of stoneware and porcelain bodies for hand- 
building and throwing; with a large section 
devoted to model making, jiggering and cast
ing; as well as glaze composition, preparation 
and application. Surface decoration methods 
discussed include incising and altering green
ware, painting underglazes on bisqueware, 
and postfiring (high) glazing and sandblast
ing modifications. Procedures for packing and 
firing reduction and salt-glazing kilns are also 
discussed. 168 pages including appendixes 
on clay body recipes, soluble fluxes and co
lorants, preparation of wood ash for glazes, 
measuring casting slip fluidity with a torsion 
viscometer, deflocculation, list of materials, 
conversion tables for pyrometric cones, ex
amples of glaze calculation, and safety and 
studio practices; glossary; and index. 103 
black-and-white photographs and line draw
ings; 12 color plates. $12.95 (softcover). 
Thames and Hudson, Inc., 500 Fifth Avenue, 
New York City 10036.

Modern Ceramic Engineering: 
Properties, Processing and Use in 
Design
by David W Richer son 
Highly technical, yet of potential interest to 
potters with strong science aptitude, this col
lege textbook provides an introduction to the 
structure, properties, processing, design con
cepts and applications of ceramic materials. 
Illustrated with charts, line drawings and 
scanning electron photomicrographs, the text 
first discusses the physical, thermal and me
chanical properties of ceramics and their re
lationship to atomic bonding, crystal struc
ture and microstructure. Part II examines 
ceramic processes, detailing each step from 
selecting the raw material to forming, to 
quality control, while indicating where prop
erty-limiting material flaws are likely to oc
cur. Although primarily aimed at engineer
ing considerations, the sections on sintering, 
effects on strength, and slip casting, pressing 
and injection molding techniques may prove 
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New Books
Continued from Page 85

to be of value for studio production and/or 
experimental sculpture. The final part covers 
limitations, costs and reliability require
ments, concluding with a chapter analyzing 
the cause of fractures in ceramic objects to 
pinpoint design or material deficiency. 416 
pages, including index. 90 black-and-white 
photographs. $55. Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270 
Madison Avenue, New York City 10016.
Modeling a Likeness in Clay
by Daisy Grubbs
Of interest to student sculptors, this instruc
tional text describes procedures for portrai
ture in clay. First explaining the properties 
of various clays, the author then recommends 
suitable equipment and tools, as well as work 
methods—including decisions on scale, tak
ing photographs and measurements, and 
scheduling sessions with the model. Step-by- 
step demonstrations on forming particular 
human features precede a chapter illustrat
ing the development of portraits of six dif
ferent models. Information on hollowing and 
reassembling the form, drying, firing, apply
ing surface treatments and mounting con
cludes the text. 160 pages including bibli
ography, list of suppliers and index. 260 
black-and-white photographs. $19.95. Wat- 
son-Guptill Publications, 1515 Broadway, 
New York City 10036.
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